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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS QT TERMS DS2D
The Idea of mind end body relationships is  an old one* The state­
ment, "A sound mind in a sound body,* goes back to the ancient philoso­
phers, and wen more anciently the Bible stated, *A» a man thlnkath in  
his heart, so Is he,*1 Hie modern concept provides new horizons and 
new applications of mind and body relationships.
I .  THE PROBLEM
gjjgJaiaaai, S3L lias. rn&Urn* purpose of this Study la to com­
pare the conclusions of modern psychology and present-day medical under­
standing with what has been written by Mr®. Ellen G, White cm the subject 
of the relation of mind and body. Texts of Scripture and Bible example® 
w ill also be used. Much material has cone into existence since the 
volumes of Mrs, White*® writings appeared, yet the principles they 
portray are as up-to-date and as applicable as those In current lite r ­
ature* This author also points out warnings and dangers which apply to 
present principle® of psychology. Says Mrs. Whites
When Cod had made man in Hi® image, the human form was perfect In 
a ll its arrangement®, but it  was without life . Then a personal, 
self-existing God breathed into that form the breath of li fe , and 
man became a living, intelligent being. AH parts of the human 
organism were set in action. The heart, the arteries* the veins, 
the tongue, the hand®, the feet, the senses, the faculties,of the 
mind, a ll began their work, and a ll were placed under law.2
1Proverbs 23*7*
%l!en 0. White, tiiaA&tX7. StL SsaUat* P* (Hereinafter
referred to as ££U)
2This is  the la * of nature, the law under which mind and body 
s t ill operate.
ifonprfrng? OL ite. SfctiE.# The study of this subject la Important 
because "as we near the dose of time, the human mind Is sore readily 
affected by Satan’ s devices.^ A study of this prcfolem is also justi­
fied as a part of Christian education. Mrs. White makes the following 
consent:
True education means more than the pursual of a certain course of 
study. It  means more than a preparation for the Ilf®  that now is.
It  has to do with the whale being, and with the whole period of 
existence possible to man. It  is the harmonious development of 
the physical, the mental, and the spiritual powers.**
Also s study of mind and body is relevant to Christian education, 
as la shown by the following statement: "The students’ employment and 
amusements should have been regulated with reference to physical law, 
and should have been adapted to preserve to them the healthy tone of 
a ll the powers of body and mind."^
And as a climax for the reasons for studying mind and body in 
Christian education, Mrs. White declares, "• • • the thoughts and feel­
ings combined make up the moral character.
^Ellen 0. White, Testimonies for the Church. 1, 293. (Herein­
after referred to as JX, 51# etc., according to the respective volume 
number.)
%Llen 0. White, Education. p. 13. (Hereinafter referred to as
M#>
^White. 31. P. 1^2. W t e ,  51. P* 310.
Organization $£, the material. This thesis Is built around the 
Idea of how the mind-body relationship involves the physical make-up, 
the emotions, and the learning and experience of the individual. The 
subject la Introduced tor calling attention to the difference sin has 
made on mind and body* it  show3 how Jesus used both of these aspects 
in His healing of men, and ends with a discussion of individual respon­
sibility  for mind end body responses. The principles of psychology 
appear throughout the pages of Mrs. White** writings, and an understand­
ing of what is profitable and what Is unprofitable, a determination rtf 
what 1* right and also what is wrong, appears in obvious ways and in 
many places. So abundant la material that it la Impossible to exhaust 
It In a single thesis. In many places tbs use of Holy Scripture also 
illuminates the study.
Eore than the usual number of quotations appear in this study. 
However, this seems necessary in making such a comparison. Quotations 
from many sources represent present-day concepts of psychology, while 
the other side Is necessarily alone in its contribution. Because of 
its status and Importance, it  seems fitting to have it  adequately and 
accurately quoted. Then, while the other side has many sources, in 
order to do it  justice it  also seems necessary to support it  with many 
first-hand statements.
History arai present status. 'Rib old-time physician knew the 
background of his patients thoroughly* and easily recognised the Influ­
ence of experience upon his patients* illnesses. Specialization has 
le ft  many such awn out of the present scheme of things, and has replaced
thm  with medical won with more circumscribed specialties. They are 
much leas familiar with the mental make-up of their patients, bat new 
techniques of medical diagnosis have been developed which have helped 
Physicians to recognise the mental contribution of the patient to his 
disease. For some fifteen or twenty years the term "psychosomatic 
medicine* has been freely used in medical literature, and it  is  now so 
common that the la ity  has caught the idea also.
Source aL J&&L m i mlbSiiL jOL fiSBS&to. This Study has covered 
a number of years. Host of the writings of Mrs. Ellen 0, White have 
been read with this topic in mind. Several courses in psychology have 
contributed to Its development, and concurrently reading of psychologi­
cal literature has proceeded, large numbers of notes have been taken, 
and aH  of these have been sifted for relevant material,
I I .  DEFIKETIOHS OF TERMS USED
fit t o  i& t o  w itlngs of Mrs. Ellen G. White 
form an important part of the denominational literature of the Seventh- 
day Adventist Church because Its members believe them to be inspired. 
These writings are not a second Bible, but only a lesser light to guide 
to the greater light, the Holy Scriptures,
Psychosomatic. The term "psychosomatic* is derived from two 
Greek words* osvehe. mind, and soma, body. It means a combination of 
mind and body in physical disabilities.
ImsUsmk flLafiaaa,* The manifestation is functional rather than 
organic. That is , there are no alterations in body tissue, bat rather 
disturbance of an organ's activities.
neuroses. A neurosis is  the same as a psychosomatic or func­
tional disease. Sometimes the term "psychoneurosls* is  also used, and
it  has the same meaning*
£h& flJltflBgalc BOJOtms. m tsa . The involuntary nerves supplying 
the visceral organs of the body ere known as the autonomic nervous 
system. Obviously the autonomic nerves are not under the control of the 
w ill.
flftrlstan aL Mm mMatmUa ss&Mm* This part of 
the system speeds up reactions and prepares the body to meet emergencies. 
The digestive processes, however, are inhibited, so that the energies 
used in digestion are available for increased activity elsewhere*
Has, diTialCT sL tbs. aataagals asstm> The second
division of the autonomic system keeps tbs body functioning smoothly, 
and brings about restoration after an emergency has upset the balance*
I f  overly aroused, however, it  shows its a ctivity particularly on the 
digestive system*
Iftfl endocrine system. The endocrine system consists of glands 
like the thyroid and adrenals which have no ducts, but give up their 
secretion to the blood stream as it  passes through them. They are also 
known as ductless glands.
5
339ft fffi&riae. StoSa. The exocrine glands or duot glands poor 
their secretion oat through tiry  ducts to the external surface, fh© 
salivary glands an! the tsar glands are examples. o f exocrine glands.
Emotion* Emotion is  handled by the autonomic nervous system 
along with certain areas in  the brain. Emotion includes a l l  fee lin g 
t  canes.
CHAPTE8 n
THE imUSmCE OF SIS OS KIND AW BOOT
The study o f raind end body can wall begin with the entrance o f 
sin* Ellen G. White remarks: "When Adam and Svo were placed in  the 
beautiful garden, they had everything fo r  their happiness which they 
could desire.**•*• A surrey o f the changes introduced ty  sin shows up 
prominently the background fo r mind and body relationships m they hare 
since developed in the human race*
rA*VAn^ M
Genesis is  a book of beginnings, Hot only, “In the beginning 
God created,** but under the tree o f knowledge o f good and e v il,  sin and 
misery, pain and death had their beginning as w e ll. The f ir s t  tempta­
tion , which seemed so inconsequential, carried with i t  master implica­
tions fo r enormous s r i l .  Involvements were widespread, Bre ate the 
fru it* she shared i t  with Adam, They had distrusted God, they had 
yielded to appetite, tlwy had investigated knowledge God wished withheld 
Their happiness and peace were gone, they had misused th eir power o f 
choice, and they had given their w ill over to  the enesy. Their mental 
and physical capacities were not o ily  reduced but changed, by one 
aees&ifly small disobedience, Mrs, kbite declares:
A fter his transgression, Adam at f ir s t  imagined himself entering 
upon a higher state of existence. But soon the thought o f his sin
G* White, S p irit g£ fhepphoeg. I ,  27.
8f i l le d  hi® with terror*, the a ir , which had hitherto been o f a 
w ild end uniform temperature, seemed to  c h ill the gu ilty  pair,
The 1 ore and peace which had been theirs was gone, and in it s  place 
they fe l t  a sans© of sin , a dread o f tire future, a nakedness of 
soul. 2
H . IKS LOSS OF GOO’ S PRESENCE
The Importance o f lo re  in the l i f e  has received considerable 
comment in current litera tu re . In Smiley Blanton’ s book, Loire ar Perish. 
there is  an introduction written by another person who is  « hmmkI« He 
remarks*
In  simple, d irect language he has shown how lor® 1s the v ita l 
force, the essential Ingredient, that binds us together and makes 
o f cur every act a new, rich  and exciting experience*
Without lare—in every formwfche collapse o f l i f e  begins. Prom 
ths simple drudgery o f getting up In the morning to the almost 
incredible disasters that lead into death it s e lf ,  there is  clear 
evidence that no man or woman can hope to survive in  a l i f e  guided 
by hatred. The alternatives are. Indeed, "Lore or Perish,*
Por without lo re , we lose the w ill to liv e . Our mental and 
physical v ita lit y  la impaired, our resistance is  lowered, and we 
saccustto to illnesses that often prove fa ta l.3
The gu ilty  pair, Adam and- lv®» had separated themselves from God’ s 
companionship. They had pushed His lore out of th eir immediate exper­
ience, They had vio lated their relationship to i t .  In  the act of 
restoration, *God so lored the world, that He gave His only begotten 
Son, that Whosoever bellereth  on Him should ca t parish."**
%Hen G. White, Patriarchs Prophets, p, 57, (Hereinafter 
referred to ao ££«)
^Smiley Blanton, Love qy Pariah, introduction on cover o f the
paperbound ed ition ,
•^John 3*16, (Ita lic s  supplied.)
9in , hm  m 's u m  ohigihated
When evening oarse on the day o f th© fa l l ,  bringing the tine fo r 
God*s daily v ia it—the la s t one—Adam and Eve hid themselves. Already 
the causes were operating that would lead to  mental and physical su ffer­
ing. Says Mrs, White:
Mary o f the diseases from which nan su ffer are the resu lt o f mental 
depression. G rief, anxiety, discontent, remorse, g u ilt, d istrust, 
a ll  tend to  break down the l i f e  forces, and to in rite  decay and
death.5
three main causes of disease found their origin  on that unhappy 
dey in Bdem
1 . Thaw which arise from wrong eating.
2. Those that have their source in mind and body relation  ships,
3 . Those which result in physical degeneracy.
The cause of Adam* s death is not recorded. 81s years o f mental su ffer­
ing must have contributed to  a death which was obviously degenerative.
These three causae o f disease are interrelated. “Nine-tenths of 
diseases from which men su ffer," says Mrs. White, "have their foundation 
hare [in  the B&ndj,*^ "The indulgence of unnatural appetites • ,  . has 
a controlling Influence upon the nerves o f the brain,"? "Irregu larities  
in  eating destrey the healthful tone of the digestive organs, to  the
•5White, jH , p, m .
% llen  G, White, Counsels cq Health- P* 32&* (Hereinafter 
referred to as £&•)
A, bid* * P* 36,
detriment of health and cheerfulnesss,"8 "Wrong habits osf eating and 
the use o f unheslthfta food are In no snail degree responsible fo r  the 
SatHgenunee and crime and wrctoi^dness that curse the world.*9 "In  
e l l  ages, temptations appealing to the physical nature have been most 
effectual In  corrupting ami degrading mankind.'*-10 Hot only the three 
causes of disease are related, but the transgression o f the physical 
laws Is  also involved in the moral and sp iritual aspects of man’ s nature.
' I •• 3 •
On th is, Mrs. *ft&te remarks*
The body Is the only jaedium through which the mind and the soul 
are developed for the upbuilding of character. Hence i t  Is  that 
the adversary o f souls directs his temptations to the enfeebling 
and degrading o f the physical powers. His success here means* the 
surrender to  e v il of the whole being. The tendencies osf our 
physical nature, unless under the dominion o f a higher power, w ill 
surely work ruin and dea th ."
1?. THE PATTERN OP RESTORATION
In  the beginning Sod created* In the beginning sin and death 
entered. Just as from that e v il day In Eden man began to fe e l death 
through the power o f appetite and through the breakdown o f the ejections, 
in  restoration Christ gained the victory over appetite, and fe lt  the 
esrtreme o f emotion in  His struggle with sin .
With Christ, as with the holy pair in Eden, appetite was the 
ground of the f ir s t  great temptation# Just where the ruin began,
®White, m . P. 38*. 92 M *. P.
1% llen  0, White, £&& Desire. $£ Area, p. 122. (Hereinafter 
referred to as j& .)
ix ^ h it«, m . p. i3o .
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the work o f our redemption mast begin, As by indulgence of appe- 
tit©  Adam fe l l*  so by the denial o f appetite Christ must overcame,*2
The cross constituted the d ls »x  o f Christ*® su ffering, but there 
mm other times when Hts suffering use extreme. One m& His experience 
In  the wilderness whan He overcame the testa tion s o f appetite and 
presumption, when He refused the easy way Satan suggested to regain the 
world In one simple act o f homage to  the one who claimed the righ t to 
its  sovereignty,
Mrs, Whit© thus describes Christ's experience*
A fter the foe had departed, Jesus fall exhausted to  the earth, 
with the pallor o f death upon Hla face. The angels o f heaven had 
watched the con flic t, beholding their loved Commander as He passed 
threw# Inexpressible suffering to make a way of escape fo r us.
He had endured the test, greater than we shall ever be called to 
endure. The angels now ministered to the Son of God, as He lay 
lik e  cm # ln g .3'3
When on the cross the penally was paid at la s t, Christ died a 
psychosomatic death. He died from a broken heart, broken with the 
agonies and gu ilt o f sin . When Adam separated himself from God's 
Immediate presence, he s t i l l  had access d irectly  to Him, When Christ 
m  the cross was separated from God by the sins o f the world, the 
separation seemed complete. In that dark hour He cried, *My God, ay 
God, why hast them forsaken m af*^ The sa c r ific ia l lamb died a 
traumatic death, but Christ shad His blood fo r  the gu ilt o f a fa llen  
world. He passed through the superlative o f suffering, Ha was "a Man
^ •M te , m# P. U 7 . P* 131.
l%5atthew 27*it6,
xz
o f sorrow®, and acquainted with g rie f* a ll through Sis Ilf® *  and an the 
cross "He boro oar griefs* and carried oar sorrows, This was an 
anguish beyond human experience*
?* conclusion
Sin brought changes in  the physical nature. G rief* gu ilt* 
anxiety, depression became the fru itfu l poten tia lities that eventually 
produced disease* Such mental influences now appear in a l l  illnesses 
and predominate in e long l i s t  of present-day disorders* Eating, which
■ i ' >
was Involved in  the original sin* is  closely related to the mind. When 
Christ came in  the flesh  to  redeem man, He began where adn began by 
resisting appetite* He suffered as man had suffered with g r ie f, extreme 
mental su ffering, and with vicarious gu ilt* Be restored the love 
relationship between Cod and man* Be loved the world and would not le t  
i t  perish.
^ Isa iah  530 t &
CHAPTER i n
THE Pi IX BIOLOGICAL BACK FOR THE MIHD AKD BOOT
To understand the relation of mind and body, the physical make-up 
needs to be studied as wall as the psychological, This particularity 
Includes the nervous and endocrine systems* Ellen 0, White declares,
"As tbs mechanism of the body Is studied* attention should be directed 
to Its wonderful adaptation of means to ends* the harmonious action and 
dependence of various organs*"1
X* IMPORTANCE OF PHTSIGLOGT
Psychology represents the laws of the mind frees the standpoint 
of its Intellectual and emotional functioning* but anatomy and physiol* 
ogy are necessary subjects to eanpiete the understanding of mind and 
body combination* The Christian goes even deeper in bis understanding 
of this principle* Be realises that "the laws that govern our physical 
organism, God hag written upon every nerve* muscle, and fiber of the 
body,"**
In 1903* when the book Education was written, there was not the 
flood of psychosomatic literature that now exists, but the study of 
physiology was emphasised because It explains the influence of mind on 
body* The electric power of the brain had not then been discovered by *2
*Whlte. £&., p* 193.
2Xkid»' pp* 196-97*
Ik
plrslcaofist® , bat i t  is  recognised in this book as a part o f the func­
tion o f the nervous system, and i t  la now discussed in  textbooks on 
am ioey and physiology,
Mrs, White states on this important interrelationships
fhe Influence o f the mind on the body, as w ell as of the body 
on the mind, should be ec^he sired. The e lectric  power o f the brain, 
promoted by mental a c tiv ity , V ita lise* the whole system, end is  
thus am invaluable aid in resisting disease. This should be made 
plain, fhe power o f the w ill and the importance of se lf-con tro l, 
both in the preservation and in the recovery o f health, the depress­
ing and wen ruinous e ffe c t o f anger, discontent, selfishness, or 
Impurity, and, on the other hand, the marvelous life -g iv in g  power 
to ha found in cheerfulness, unselfishness, gratitude, should also 
be shown*
There is  a physiological truth—truth that m need to  consider— 
in  the Scripture* *A merry Lre^oteingJ heart doeth good lik e  a 
medicine,
I I .  tlffiEEUtlHO PRIHCIPLES
Bess Cunningham approaches her treatment o f mind and body rela - - 
tlonshlpa by stating three underlying principles«
1, "Ho behavior Is  haphazard,* That is , behavior is  an orderly, 
dependable response to stim uli,
a, "Behavior is  not fragmentary," The whole organism responds. 
3. *We react to  tota l situations," Hot only the whole organism
4
responds, but i t  responds to  the tota l situation.
^ fc ite , £&,, p, 19?.
*%esa Y , Cunningham, lo t  I n .  PP* 75-111.
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i n .  physical mcmums
the nervous ayatem consists# geograpidcaUy, o f the central 
H sw ss system and the peripheral nervous system, the brain and spinal 
cord: are considered to be the central nervous system, and the nerve 
extensions which go out to  the various parts o f tbs body comprise the 
peripheral nervous system* Functionally they mist be divided a l i t t l e  
d iffe re n tly -^  cluntasy and Involuntary, the peripheral nerves are o f 
both kinds.
I f  the peripheral nerves go to the internal organs which are 
not under the control o f the w ill, they operate invclim tafily . Or I f  
they supply the external part® whan they may b® consciously controlled* 
they ere voluntary* The involuntary division la  variously termed 
v iscera l, sympathetic, splanchnic, or autonomic* "Autonomic" ha® be­
come the word which ta used moat often in professional litera tu re and 
is frequently seen la  other w riting. This la the part o f the nervous 
system moat concerned with the body-and-mlrtd functional combination.
Of coarse the mind Its e lf functions in  the relation , particu larly the 
hypothalamus, which contains the emotional centers, and the cerebral 
cortex, which supplies conscious recognition to emotion. However,much 
function Is  completely unconscious.
There are two divisions to this system, the sympathetic and the 
parasympathetic. Fibers from each of theae two parts supply practica lly 
a l l  o f the viscera l organs as well as such external parts as the sweat 
glands, the t i iy  erector muscles connected with the hair fdtliclQs& and
the ciliary, or accommodation, muscle of the eye. Unlike the sensory 
and motor nerves, of which the sensory nerves go to the brain and the 
motor nerves come from the brain to the part served, the two divisions 
of the autonomic system both go to the organ. On the whole, the 
sympathetic division accelerates a function, end the parasympathetic 
tends to keep the system running smoothly and normally. The sympa­
thetic nerves have their origin in ganglia distributed along the outside 
of the vertebrae, with the pregangLionic fibers extending into the 
spinal cord, and the postganglionic fibers reaching out to the various 
organs. The parasympathetic or cranio-sacral division hae its origin 
in the brain, with other fibers arising outside the sacral part of the 
spinal column. Of the twelve cranial nerves, the third, the seventh, 
the ninth, the tenth, end the eleventh a ll carry parasympathetic fibers 
as well as sensory and motor, or motor fibers alone.
These two sets of nerves have control of a ll of the involuntary 
functions of the body, such as the movement of Internal organs, and 
tbs secretions of the glands. They are very sensitive to the external 
conditions under which the body operates. While they function as a unit, 
they are not entirely independent of other parts of the nervous system.
Our thinking results in a total body response through the 
activity of these nerves, so that in truth, man thinks with his bones, 
skin, blood, and in fact with every organ of the body. The entire 
bodily functions respond constantly to the emotional tone of thinking. 
Under strong motion, like fright, the autonomic system sets up an 
emergency reaction. The sympathetic functions predominate over the
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pm qwittt!»t£e. fj#, pupils dilate* the respiratory rate increases, 
the heart action la accelerated* the elret&atlen la speeded op, and the 
live r poors more glucose Into the blood stream. The digestive parts 
of the organism are inhibited, and thus turn oror extra Hood and 
energy to the pari® of the body where It  is  needed for activity In 
meeting the esrergensy.
IV. RESULTS OF IMBALANCE!) MWOCS FUNCTION
Stagnar gives sow Important facte about the results o f imbalanced 
nervous functions
Pleasantness Is  often, although not always, related to  a c tiv ity  o f 
the parasympathetic (cranio-sacral) division o f the autonomic, the 
section which speeds up digestion, slows down the heart rate, and 
generally leads to relaxation. Unpleasantness is  lik e ly  to  involve 
the a c tiv ity  of the sympathetic (thoracic-lumbar) region o f the 
autonomic, which accelerates the heart, raises the Hood pressure, 
shunts digestion aside, and generally prepares fo r v io len t action. 
Excitement, whether in a context of pleasant or o f unpleasant 
fee lin g , is  associated with the physiological e ffec ts  lis ted  fo r 
unpleasantness. The viscera l picture in the care o f depression is  
confused• « • .
I t  has long been known, fo r example, that personal maladjustment 
Is  often associated with the occurrence o f stomach ulcers. This 
can foe related to  the e ffe c t o f prolonged excitement and unpleasant
fee lin g  upon the digestive processes. Mater and Parker (19% ) 
found that even rats w ill develop stomach teflaraations from 
repeated exposure either to  unpleasant auditory stim uli or to  a 
painful con flic t situation,5
A picture o f nervous imbalance is  given by Mrs. Vfaite « «  fo llow s:
When the minds o f m inisters, school teachers, and students are 
continually excited by study, and the body is  allowed to be inactive, 
the nerves of emotion are taxed, while the nerves o f motion are
^oos Stagner, ftsadriLag SL g«a«H (U tt;. PP* 85-86
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in eetive. the wear being a ll open the mantel organs, they become 
overworked and enfeebled, While the muscles lose their v igor fo r
want o f ©mj&tyment.®
Here Is an imbalance between the central or voluntary nervous 
system and the autonomic or involuntary system showing up in results 
that are bath mental and physical. From these quotations i t  Is  easy to 
see that disturbance between two parts of the autonomic nervous system, 
or between the central and the autonmic nervous systems, upsets func­
tion, end i f  such conditions la s t long enough or are frequent enough, 
bodily function codd be so disturbed as to  produce disease.-
v , how the m m m e  w sa m s ststsh produces m m am
Dr, Harold Shxyook asks the question, "By what mans can the 
autonosio nervous system produce disesset" The fd low in g are his con­
clusions about these meant as worked out from a German author, Leopold 
Alfeams
The (1 ) smooth muscles and (2 ) glands of the b o#  are enervated by 
nerve fibers cf the autonomic nervous system which, in turn, is  
contrdied tern tbs saas region o f the brain (lypothalamos) as 
provides fo r toe ©motional responses o f the organism. . • •
1, Persistent contraction of the circular smooth muscle in  the 
wall o f a hollow organ producing a re la tive  anemia o f the region 
with consequent lack of nutrition. This is  one proposed explana­
tion of the cause o f peptic d e e r , d eera tive  c o lit is , etc , 2
2, Persistent or recurrent spasm of the smooth muscle o f tabular 
organs leading to hypertrophy o f to© muscle with seconds xy dilata­
tion , as in  d ilatation  o f the esophagus or hypertrophy of the l e f t  
ven tricle in  essential hypertension.
% * lte , 21. p. h90.
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3* Persistent car recurrent spasm of the smooth muscle o f •
tubiiUr organ producing stasis o f the flu ids which normally pass 
through the organ as in  cholesterol atone of the ga ll bladder or 
congestive esophagitis.
h. Persistent apesm of the smooth muscle in the wall o f e 
tubular organ producing such stasia, under pressure, o f the contents 
o f the organ as to favor the development o f an Infectious process 
as cases o f Infection occurring in ga ll bladder obstruction.
Caraaron am plifies these statements in  the follow ing tmgrs
Visceral tensions end glandular a c tiv ity , once aroused, are very 
lik e ly  to  persist and to  spread without further stimulation, fh ia 
is  because smooth muscle is  normally alow to contract. Blotter s t i l l  
to  relax, and capable o f maintaining a state o f tension with l i t t l e  
fatigue. I t  is  because the distribution o f smooth muscle, as fo r 
exsamla in the vast blood-vessel network, la practically coextensive 
with the body it s e lf .  F inally i t  is  because glandular secretions 
circulate until broken down or excreted, and because they act both 
upon the autonomic nervous system, and d irectly  back upon the glands, 
to continue their own secretory a c tiv itie s .
These quotations describe the mechanism o f psychosomatic disease, 
and i t  should be d ear that the mind-body dichotcoy In functional 
disease produces actual, net teaglnaiy, symptoms, and that there is  
demonstrable pathology present in  seme of them. Mary people who g lib ly  
use the vernacular terainoiogy, " I t  is  a l l  in the head,* are unaware o f 
the fact that such disease is  actual, but caused by the emotions end not 
by merely thinking that one is  sick. Emotions are common equipment 
given bsr the Creator to a ll humankind; therefore, a ll  are subject to 
psychosomatic disease. There are individual differences in poten tia lity 
doe to various factors, but nevertheless there are universal possibilities.
^Harold Shayock, H.D., "Psychobiology." Chap. 2, p. 9* (Mimeo­
graphed.)
Worsen Cameron, 2fc£L Psychology q£ B tflg ifl£ I&SSBJS2Sl* P. 7^.
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Mary emotional experiences are beyond the control o f the individual, or 
are even more intense than fee Is  able to handle*
Wolf and Wolff were able to  observe a man with a gactroctoey over 
a period o f months# they found that when the sen experienced sudden 
fea r, the walls o f hie stomach paled, but with anxiety the nucosa 
reddened* I f  the anxiety continued, small hemorrhage® developed and 
the formation o f mucus fa iled , so that acid affected the tissues* This 
picture conforms to the fact that fear acts to d ila te the pupils, 
d ila te  the bronchial tubes, quicken the heart beat, increase .the release 
o f glycogen from the liv e r , and check the secretion of glands and the 
process o f digestion. The circulation to  the digestive organ® is  
depressed, and the blood usually normal to these areas is  directed to 
other parts, as the swedes, fo r instance, where a c tiv ity  w ill contribute 
to safety. On the other hand, anxiety showed op ob jectively in an 
excessive supply o f blood to  the stomach.^
Dr, Hans Salye o f Montreal has done some extensive work with 
white rate on What he ca lls  the “adaptation syndrome,® He subjects 
these l i t t l e  animals to  various forms of frustration, and at the height 
o f the reaction k ills  them and examines th eir organs* He found that 
not od y  the stomach, but the whole viscera responded to such stim uli. 
His animal findings corresponded to the findings of the doctors on the
^Arthur I .  Jay, ®Ia I t  Indigestion?* American Journal st ItiJCSr 
j£&, BWreabar, 1958* p. X553. c itin g  b c lf and b d iff, Buaan fiaflislfi.
Funct&qtu
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human si& ject, and furnished even greater incLuslvsness, as he- could 
ammim the whole v iscera l content,10
n .  omm a was uww thm ai IC FUNCTIONS
There are other areas where the mind and body function as a unit. 
The l i e  detector uses changes da® to  nerve connections to interpret 
truthfulness. Its  gadgets was mire blood pres stare, changes In respira­
tion# poise rate end skin moisture to detect emotional changes In the 
Individual, Thews change® which develop daring questioning, interpret 
emotional response, A large rawfoer of medications depend upon various 
parts o f the nervous system fo r th eir curative e ffe c ts . When a dentist 
usee hypnotism to extract a tooth without pain, he la  using the auto­
nomic nervous system. Some o f the miraculous healing mam In these
times also has its  success because of the action o f the autonomic 
11
m ,  HRS, WHITE QM AUTONOMIC ACTION
Described as accurately as in modem medical litera tu re Is the
a ctiv ity  o f the autonomic nervous system as found in  the writing® o f
Ellen 0, White, Hrs* White docXeresJ
The nerve# proceeding from the brain control the body, %  the 
brain nerves, mental Impressions are convoyed to a l l  the nerves
Borm an P. Schenker, H.D., and Leo Leveridge* i*edieal
Teaching Film,* made In collaboration with Bans Sejye, M.D., Stress 
and the Adaptation Svndrcrea. This film  is  supplied fay P fiaer Labora­
tories, Brod&yn, S, T*
U 3e® F ig . 1, p. 22.
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FIGURE 1.
EFFECTS OF TENSION
o f the body as by telegraph wiresj and they control the v ita l 
action of every part Of the sysion, A ll the organs of motion are 
governed by the communications they receive from the brain*
I f  your mind is  impressed and fixed that a hath w ill Injure 
you* the mental Impression is  oanFsanioatad to  a ll the nerves o f 
the body* The nerves control the circulation of the blood? there­
fore the blood is* through the impression o f the mind, confined 
to the blood-vessels, end the good e ffe c ts  o f the bath are lost* 
A ll this is  because the blood is  prevented by the mind and w ill 
from flowing readily, and from easing to  the surface to  stimulate, 
arouse, and promote the circulation. For instance* you are 
Impressed that i f  you bathe, you w ill become ch illy . The brain 
sends th is in telligence to the nerves o f the body* and the blood­
vessels, held in  obedience to your w ill,  cannot perform th eir 
o ffic e  and cause a reaction a fte r the bath.12
Tbs circulation o f the blood is  a function at the arattrnomio 
System which a lso Indirectly controls the heart, and d irec tly , the 
d ila tion  and constriction o f the blood vessels*
In  order to  have good health, m must have good blood? for the 
blood is  the current o f l i f e *  I t  repairs waste, and nourishes the 
body* When supplied with the proper food elements and whan 
deem ed and v ita lised  by contact with pure a ir , i t  carries l i f e  
and vigor to every part o f the system* The sore perfect the 
circulation, the better w ill this work be accomplished,1^
V3XL. DOUBT CHEKXSTHI HELPS CONTROL BALANCE
The basis fo r balance In the body lie s  partly in the chemical 
supply to  the body* Tito autonomic nerves, according to the neuro* 
humaral theory, assume the manufacture o f chord cals at the synapses 
and Byroneursl junctions. AH parasympathetic and preganglionic sympa­
thetic fibers ere c lass ified  as cholinergic, and the sympathetic, except 
those going to the sweat glands, the a rterio les o f the muscles and the
12White, 22. PP* 69-70. ^White, Jfi, p. 271.
uterus, are adrenergic# or adrenalin producing* Whenever cholinergic
fibers are stimulated, the activities involved are inhibited, and when- 
ever adrenergic fibers are at insulated, they bring about acceleration.1^ 
Another source of body chemistry Is the glands. Tho endocrine 
glands have a moat direct effect, because they pour their cia®&cals 
directly into the blood stream, The exocrine glands are mostly in the 
digestive system, or in the case of the sweat glands and sebaceous
glands, in the skin. These glands are more indirect in the results of
'  .• '.!
their function.
The endocrine glands have much to do with well-being directly# 
as they influence function and feelings of well-being or discomfort.
As they change the appearance and make the individual conspicuous or a 
misfit, they contribute to unhappiness, inferiority feelings, and 
malad joetpaent,
A large goiter is unsightly and makes its owner feel conspicuous. 
Over- and under-funetianiiv; pituitaries, resulting in an extra-ta ll
1‘s?he nerve Sajpalsa I ts e lf ,  according to the present theory, 
takes place fey a process o f depolarisation, During transmission, 
positive charges change to  negative and are immediately restored to 
positive as the Impulse progresses along its  route. Tbs areas where 
the nerves connect with other nerves are known as synapses. The end­
ings terminating in muscle tissue are nyronoural junctions. At the 
synapses nerve fibers do not make actual contact with the next nerve 
to  which the impulse passes in the re flex  arc. Transmission of nerve 
impulses across these synapses is  accounted fo r  fey two main theories— 
the nauro-humeral and the e le c tr ic . The neuro-humeral assumes that 
chonlcalc stimulate the nerve endings to  continue the impulse. Accord­
ing to the e lec trica l theory, an e lec trica l s t imul ation carries the 
Impulse across, *$uoh evidence has accumulated in support o f both 
e lec trica l and chemical theories. . . .  I t  may well be that they are 
not mutually exclusive,* Catherine Anthory, TffljthflSfe &£. tofcgFK m i 
iV-v. pp, 256-57.
person or one who la too email, also e ffe c t the personality. When too 
moh thyroid secretion is  being poured into the blood stream, nervous-, 
ness w ill result* These are only a few facets o f adjustment m i t  is  
bound up with the endocrine system.
xx .aam m craa  m> tm um
Another situation resulting in psychosomatic disease has it s  
origin  in  conditioning, I t  Is  possible to  lay  down patterns in the 
nervous cystea that make fo r  mladjustraents and wen disease* A child 
awakens in the morning with nausea. B© vomits, and i t  is  evident that 
he cannot go to  school. The child is  glad to  stay at ham and be taken 
care o f by his mother. Six weeks la te r  he dreads to  go to  schodL 
because he must face the teacher about some delinquent assignment. The 
nervous system cases to  his rescue with the former pattern o f escape. 
The dread turns into faintness, nausea, and perhaps a headache. This, 
o f course, is  unplanned end en tirely  unconscious, but the body has 
learned a way to  respond to unpleasant situations bar fee lin g  i l l .  This 
conditioning is  a fter the same fashion as that o f Pavlov* a dogs who 
learned to sa livate at the sound of a b e ll.
During Sforld Hwr 11 a sa ilor served in th© San Diego area., I t  
was possible fa r  him to maintain a home and s t i l l  perform his m ilitary 
duties, so his w ife followed him from their home in the Midwest. When­
ever i t  became evident that the sa ilo r might be shipped out, the w ife 
became i l l .  Time a fter time ho seemed about to  be put on the l i s t  to 
go across, and with each prospective, the w ife became 111 from one
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cause or another* SometSaa# I t  was soma digestive trouble, symptoms 
that pointed to  g a ll bladder d ifficu lty , one time i t  ma a kidney 
in fection that produce:! symptoms out of a ll comparison with what the 
pathology represented, and the la st time i t  was pernicious vomiting 
accompanied fcy great prostration and disorientation. This mmn was 
given every radical a ttr itio n , f ir s t  in a good private hospital, and 
then in  the Naval hospital* F inally the Navy solved the problem by 
diseterglng her husband* They returned to  their Midwest hetas, and no 
doafot her health likew ise returned. Such patterns are set up in  ch ild­
hood* They represent the individual's adjustment to d iffic u lt  problems, 
and are a product of conditioning.
The war neurones suffered by some adLdlars war© ailment adjust­
ments, the problem, too b ig  or to® painful fo r the ram, cams out in 
a p lysioal condition that salved the problem fo r them* the person was 
actually blind or paralysed. The mini, without his conscious consent, 
had m ercifully blocked out responses to what was beyond his capacity to 
handle. These maa were not cowards, but they needed psychiatric help 
to solve their problem,
X. IMAGiSmGN AKD DISEASE
L itt le  disease o f mind end body is  malingering, and even imogin- 
ar/ disease constitutes a smell part. Disease has it s  origin  in the 
emotions more often than in the imagination, but the imagination can 
produce disease that is  rea l.
Btsoa«» Is sometimes produced, and Is  often greatly aggravated, 
tgr the jQHgtnetlfliu Kary are llfd o n g  Invalids «ho might be w E  
I f  they orEy thoogit eo. K*$r imagine that every sligh t exposure 
H ill cause illn ess , and the e v il e ffe c t is  produced because i t  is  
inspected* Kany d ie from disease, the cause of which is  Wholly 
imaginary,-1^
Here, the person le ts  his imagination go wild with fear* Some­
times a misunderstood medical tern suggests a condition more serious 
than actually exists* Sometimes one has a long Illn ess and develops 
more care-taking o f himself than is  called fo r , and from fear of taking 
chances, keeps on being an Invalid* Whether the ailment is  from 
emotional stress, an ailment adjustment due to conditioning, oar an 
imaginary condition* the autonomic nervous system acts in about the 
same way.
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Both psychdlogy and physiology are necessary in understanding the 
mind and body relationship* The brain is  the capital of the body* Its  
extensions* in the fora  o f nerves, reach a l l  parts. This arrangement 
provides fo r  a to ta l and consistent response to  a l l  stim uli. Hie 
autonomic nervous system plus the endocrine system are particu larly con­
cerned with th is control and constancy of body functions. The auto­
nomic operates in dose connection with the emotional centers in  tbs 
brain, and th is explains the dose relation  between the emotions and 
functional disease. 15
15White, M » P. 2<H
CHAPTER IV
HtmAll HEEDS AMD ABJUSTKE8TS
Health, both mental and physical, Is  the resu lt o f sa tisfied  
needs, Kueh can happen between tbs time a need ia  made evident and 
the tiu » I t  has been sa tis fied . Hismm behavior f i l l s  th is gap.
X, QKEVERaAL HEED6 AND Hl&MtH BEHAVIOR
The hjsaan body constantly maintains a state of equilibrium 
within certain rather fixed lim its . This is  known as homeostasis, and 
i t  means that i f  temperature ranges above or below a certain nuateer o f 
degrees, the body does not survive* i f  the blood c e ll count exceeds or 
decreases below sat lim its , death follows* and so i t  is  with every 
bodily condition.'*' Any excess or deficiency is  expressed in a need, a 
need Immediately sets up tension, which provokes a c tiv ity  or drive, 
which les ts  until some sort o f adjustment relieves the tension, stop® 
the a c tiv ity , sa tis fies  the need, and has achieved some sort o f adjust­
ment, be i t  adequate or Inadequate,
drive
Disequilibrium—^ n eed -->  tension—>  or—^adjustment (good or poor)
a c tiv ity
Satisfactory liv in g  depend® upon the fu lfillm en t o f certain 
basic reeds, sometimes referred to  as universal needs. These are
*The human body is  very adjustable, and so®times the lim its  o f 
theoretical homeostasis ars exceeded with survival.
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lis ted  in various ways by d ifferen t authors. Bess Cunrtiripbara glares
them as *a need to  bo safe and emotionally secure, a need fo r  approval,
lam and a ffection , a need to  belong, and a need to prove • * • personal
in teg rity ,82 B ritt quotes Thomas* four wishes in  Sfifi&q fJSTSto&m £&.
Modem L ife : ( l )  fo r  new experiences? (2 ) fo r security? (3 ) fo r
responses {4 ) fo r  recognition^ Syraonds, quoting from 4  Tfeeeqy fit
Human Motivation by A, H. Ha alow, l is t s  the follow ing as Kaslow*s
hierercly: There are f ir s t  le v e l or basic phs-sioiLogieal needs, then
the second le v e l or a mad fo r  safety, the third le v e l or the need fo r
love, the fourth le v e l car the need fo r  self-esteem, and the f i f th  le v e l
or the need fo r  © eif-realtaatlon , , %raond® adds*
The healthy man is  ore whose basic needs here been met so that he 
is  principally motivated by hie needs to develop and actualize hie 
highest po ten tia lities . The maladjusted and neurotic person, on 
the other hand, is  one Who is  dominated by his more basic needs. 
Sine® his previous insecurities have never wade him fe e l en tirely 
safe with regard to gra tifica tion  o f hie more basic needs, he is  
never quit© free  to turn hls^attention to a c tiv itie s  o f s e lf-  
realisation  end achievement.
These needs end their fu lfillm en t are so tied  to  the emotional 
l i f e  that they make i t  satisfactory or unsatisfactory, and in turn keep 
one healthy or make am i l l ,  not only mentally i l l ,  but physically i l l
^©sa T , Curmingbam, Psychology ZsSL Hll£S&£U P* 13***
3Stewart Keraterscn Britt, Social lagfihalftSE SL EfidSCl U & *  P*
10?,
"Pcrcival Symonds, SsamX& flarfih&Mr., P* 36.
as w ell, tbs psychotic parsers Is thought o f as maritally i l l ,  bat his 
cental illn ess only predominates. There arc physical acccmpanttaents 
am w ell* There is  the agitated patient who Is always restless# the 
bods' suffering with the mind* there Is the vio len t patient who has 
abnoraal strength, the body responding with the mind* The depressed 
patient is  physically as w ell m mentally miserable# The patient su ffer­
ing from catanoBsis? la also manifesting hie mental state through his 
physical attitude. Whenever the mind and body relationship Is disturbed, 
there is  resultant psychosomatic expression# These lis t s  o f human needs 
supply the key that can lead to discovery o f causes.
A drive is  persistent as long as the need is  present# The 
tissue needs of the body activate these stimuli fo r drives# and 
as long as the mad persists the viscera l or protective stim uli 
arms® discomfort. Organic drives* therefore, d iffe r  from 
peripheral stim uli (thee® which originate outside the body) in  
the persistence over a period o f time*6
When them am unsatisfied needs# there is  also an emotional 
state# and i f  the mad is  emphatic# the emotional state Is acute# with 
bodily reaction* but i f  the need is  chronic, some sort o f adjustment 
is  made to  it#  and i f  the individual does not have adequate resources, 
the adjustment s i l l  re lievo  the need# but there w ill be a maladjust­
ment as fo r as its  e ffic ien cy Is concerned. AU behavior has value to  
the cm who uses i t ,  so even a maladjustment has value. Behavior has 
been sheeted which has reduced the drive and has sa tisfied  the need.5 1
^Catanoraia is  a fores o f schisophrenic in which ths patient maiaK 
tains a fixed bodily position fo r  hours at a time.
Amende* jsu P# 17.
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xi. m c m n  ahd w m ?  m m
Mam poor adjustments are not imrssdiataly Important hoaXthwlse, 
they mUm a poor personality and perhaps £wn&sh the background! for 
big adjustments that do matter to the health, but as long m  thqy do 
not inrc&Y* «nr great catastrophe, their health effect is  minor. 
Anxiety is related to many maladjustments, and as Symonds points out, 
"Anxiety occupies »  focal position in the dynamics of human behavior**? 
There era many threats and consequent anxiety—threats of competition, 
of failure, of rejection and deprivation, of physical ham, of se lf- 
esteem, of adequacy and social status. Both child and adult are sur­
rounded by threats, each on his own level. Ary unfulfilled, universal 
need may leave the individual with anxiety, and this anxiety leads to 
the consequence of mind and body disturbance, and can lead to actual, 
disease. Much of i t  rights its e lf promptly, and mooh other leads to a 
sort of chronic lack of efficiency, or potentialities ready to operate 
in the event of calamities. Anxiety need not be acute. It mn amount 
to no more than an ancwforteble anticipation or mood.
IH. THE CHRISTIAN* S ATTITUDE
The Bible la fu ll of most wonderful promises. Sin brought 
anxiety as one of its penalties, but God provides © remedy even while 
sin is s till with us. "Feaee I leave with you, ny peace I give unto
?M , .  P. 116.
you. le t  net your heart be troubled* neither le t  i t  be afraid.*® "Cast 
1 b u r d e n  upon the beard, and he shall sustain thee,"^ For loss o f 
lo ro , He promises, " I  hare loved thee with an eveilasting lore**10 fo r  
insecurity, He says, *t$r God shall supply a l l  your need,*11 to  bolster 
up personal in tegrity , the Bible says, *1 w ill make s sen more precious 
than fin e gold*** 12
Orly the seme o f God's presence can banish the fear that, fo r 
the timid ch ild, would make l i f e  a burden. Let him f ix  in his 
memory the promise, "The angel of the Lord encar.peth round about 
them that fear Him, m3 delivereth them,* Let him read that 
wonderful story of Elisha in  the mountain c ity , and, between him 
and the hosts o f armed foenen, a mighty encircling band o f heavenly 
angels* Let him read how to Peter, in prison and condemned to 
death* Cod's angel appeared! bow, pest the armed guards, the 
massive doors and groat iron gateway with their bolts and bars* 
the angel led  Cod's servant forth  in  safety. Let him read o f the 
scene on the sea, when to  the terepest-tossed soldiers and seamen, 
warn with labor and watching and long fasting, Paul the prisoner, 
on his way to tr ia l and execution, spoke theses grand words of 
courage and hopes "3© o f good cheerj . . .  fo r there stood by me 
this night the angel o f Cod, whose I  e » , and whoa X serve, saying. 
Fear not, Paul? thou must be brought before Caesar? and, lo »  God 
hath given thee f i l l  them that sa il with thee," In the fa ith  of 
this promise Pat& assured his companions, "there shall not a hair 
fa l l  from the head o f any o f you." . . .  "They escaped a ll safe to 
land.*13
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I? . CONCLUSION
In order to function, the body m st be kept in a constant state 
o f equilibrium or homeostasis. Variations in bocty conditions must bo
8John 1*H27. ^Psalms 55*22. 10Jarcmlah 31:3.
^Phillppians 4j19. i2 I*»iah  13*12.
13White, M *» PP* 255*56# The Scriptures are Psalm® 3^*7 »wt
Acts 2?*22~2fe, 3*Mt4.
within omfmvtfuAy narrow lim its. Snail deviations result in reduced 
health awl v ita lity  and than in illness, and those not much greater
bring'death to the organism,
Timm; are certain needs ccmon to a ll,  which when mat give 
health and well-being, but when amot produce raentil maledjastaant or 
physical disease, these needs are an both physical and intellectual 
levels, previsions far the body's needs, for security, acceptance,t
love, and self-re alization, Whether the need is  predomiranHor physios!
! -
or Rental, both states operate in its  fulfillment.
Anxiety is a by-product of unfulfilled need, and a potent con­
tribution to behavior* Sin brought with i t  ars&ety* but to the Chris­
tian God's Word is fu ll of promises to meet a ll the universal needs and 
to care fear a ll ansdoty*
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CHAPTER?
THE BEUTIGN OF WmSOmOtf TO KIND AND BOUT
Environment begins pram ta lly  and extends throughout l i f e ,  The 
home with its  liv in g  conditions, and particularly its  form o f d iscip line, 
is  the most important factor in  environment. Other influences, such as 
playmates, school, religious contact, and oceramity, begin to operate 
early* The occupation makes its  contribution, and the wider environ­
ment o f nationality and culture provides it s  share in  making people 
what they ere*
X, PRENATAL BmaONMENT
Because there ar© no nerve connections between the mother and 
the fetu s, prenatal influence has sometimes been minimised, but the 
present trend la  to give i t  more recognition. There may be no nerve 
connections, bat there is  chemical relation  provided by the bloodstream. 
The placenta is  nourished by tbs mothers blood, and in  turn the 
placenta participates in the fe ta l circu lation ,*
*About tan days a fte r pregnancy begins, the ovum embeds it s e lf  
in  the endometrium or uterine lin in g , by a process known as implanta­
tion , This is  accomplished by means o f ensyme activ ity  which digests 
out a spot in the area where the placenta attaches it s e lf ,  Minute 
blood vessels are opened in th is way and form tiny pods o f blood. 
T U I ! from the chorion, or outer layer of the sac containing the prod­
ucts o f pregnancy, extend in to this blood. These v i l l i  contain blood 
vessels that a lso go on into the placenta, bat they do not take up the 
blood as such. The process by which the caygen srrl nutrition from the 
mother*® blood reaches the fe ta l circulation is  d iffusion , the same
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I f  even the blood2 Is affected by the thoughts and ©motions, a 
happy frame o f mind, or, on the other hand, an unhappy mood, influences 
the mtmm&Q nervous system and the endocrine glands, and eventually 
does reach the fetus. Drugs given a mother Just before the b irth  o f 
the baby show up in  effect#  on tbs baby when i t  ie  bom, and even com­
municable diseases find th eir way through the plaocntat barrier, Sara* 
sou’ s mother wee warned not to  drink wine or to  eat anything unclean.^
Especially does responsibility rest upon the mother. She, by 
whose life -b lood  the child is  nourished and it s  physical frame 
bu ilt up* imparts to i t  also mental and sp iritual influences that 
tend to  the shaping of Bind and character. I t  was Jochebed, the 
Hebrew mother* who, strong in fa ith , was "not afraid o f the king's 
commandment,” o f whom was bom Moses, the deliverer o f Is ra e l. I t  
was Hannah, the woman of prayer and se lf-sa crifice  and heavenly 
inspiration, who gave birth  to  Samuel, the heaven-inetruoted ch ild , 
the incorruptible Judge, tin founder o f Is ra e l's  sacred schools.
I t  was Elisabeth, the kinswoman and kindred sp ir it of Mary o f 
Kaaarath, who was the mother o f the Saviour's herald. . • •
The e ffe c t o f prenatal Influences is  by many parents looked upon 
as a matter o f l i t t l e  moment* but heaven does not so regard i t .  . . .
The well-being o f the child w ill be affected by the habits o f the 
mother. Her appetites and passions are to  be controlled by prin­
c ip le . There is  something fo r  her to  shun, something fo r  her to
way in which these materials reach the tissues of the mother herself.
The fetus has its  own blood-making organs and it s  own circulation, but 
since the circulation must take In the placenta, i t  is  routed somewhat 
d ifferen tly  from the postnatal circulation,
% r it t »  g„2sial fSBSil&oa. SL Astern M£&, in the chapter, "Bio­
lo g ica l Bases fo r  Human Behavior,” states* "A# a raetter o f fa c t, how­
ever, we not only use our brains in  thinking, but also our blood stream, 
our Internal cssllular structure, our skeletal musculature and our 
'gu ts '* (p . 30)* The blood is  affected in at least two ways as i t  
cooperates in  responses, ( l )  I t s  rate o f circulation is  speeded or 
retarded by the vasomotor nerves. (2 ) Its  chemical content is  constantly 
subjected to  endocrine a c tiv ity .
^Judges 13*4.
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work s^sinst, i f  »h© fu lf i ls  God's parpoa® fo r  her is  giving her a 
child* I f  before the b irth  o f her child aha is  self-indulgent, i f  
she Is se lfish , itspetient* and exacting, these tra its  w ill be 
reflected In the disposition of the child* thus many children 
here received as a birthright almost unconquerable tendencies to 
e r a .
But i f  the mother umwsrringly adheres to  right principles, i f  
she is  temperate and self-denying, i f  she is  kind, gentle# and 
Unselfish,, she my g iro  her child these same precious tra its  o f 
character,
God begins His record of a human being long before birth# "Thins 
eyes did see sy substance, yet being unperfect i anti in thy book a ll  ay 
members were w ritten, which in continuance were fashioned, when as yet 
there were none of then.* This is  David's statement, bat Job is  even 
more specific with the beginning of the record* He says, “Let tbs day 
perish wherein 1 m s bam, end tbs night in which i t  was said. There is  
a man child conceived.*^
Before the child Is ready fo r b irth , nerve connections are 
formed, and some o f them are functioning, particularly motor and sen* 
aory nerves.
“I t  seems plausible that the j^enoraenal fie ld  prior to birth  is  
-probably d ifferentiated very la rge ly  in  term  o f t ouch,%raoBds  sees 
the autonomic beginning to  function w ith b irth , evidenced by tbs flush 
o f blood to tbs exterior parts. The beginning of respiration and the 
f ir s t  use o f tba vocal cards are also evidence o f autonomic a c tiv ity ,?
% h ite, M.* PP> 3?2-?3* ^Psalrn 139*16; Jab 3*2,
Donald Spygg and Arthur W# Combs, Individual Bfihayior. foot­
note, p, 30,
?Porcival Cymcnds, 2 aM ta  £sxclialagK» P* 122*
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n. mm mnsmam
The home I'umiahes the moat powerful factor in environment*
The mother is  s t i l l  the most important figu re, particularly at fir s t*
Of the more manifest kinds o f frustrations, one that is  commonly 
recagnleed as being highly important in  the f ir s t  year o f l i f e  
relates to feeding* . . . On the whole* children who ere brought 
to child-guidance c lin ics fo r study and treatment have had very 
unsatisfactory nursing experiences* Frequently they have been 
nursed by their mothers fa r only a few weeks and then shifted to 
the bottle  because the mother' s milk has been inadequate, or fo r 
coma deeper psychological reason. In some cases, there aeons to 
here been no attempt to  nurse the child at the breast fro® the 
beginning* Psychological studies would indicate that bo ttle  
feeding never sa tis factorily  compensates fo r breast feeding* Chi 
the other bats}, same normal children who see® to  be making splen­
did adjustments in  a l l  phases o f development have frequently been 
nursed by their mothers fo r a period o f several months, sons tines 
over a year, and than have not bean weaned from the bottle until 
several months la ter* The weaning process is  one o f the greatest 
frustration threats experienced by the young child and may be 
thought o f as a prototype of a ll  la te r  frustrations. The degree 
to  which a child is  helped to make this new adaptation easily and 
. without frustration mam to  have an important bearing on the 
degree to which tills  same individual Is able to m et many o f 
l i f e 's  la te r  frustrations.®
long before psychologists had thought o f the e ffec ts  o f nursing 
oars the in fant, Mrs. White had given the subject consideration*
The best food fo r the infant la  the food that nature provides.
Of this i t  should not be needlessly deprived* I t  is  a heartless 
thing fo r a mother* fo r the sake o f convenience or socia l anjey- 
iwnt, to seek to free herself from the tender o ffic e  o f nursing 
her l i t t l e  one*”
The attitudes of the mother from the very f ir s t  are o f Inestimable 
Importance.
3a u , .  p. S3.
’ W dte. HE, p. 3-33.
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I t  la  generally accepted that the most potent o f a ll influences 
on the socia l behavior is  derived fro© the primary social experience 
with the mother. I f  a mother me into ins toward the child a consist­
ent attitude o f. le t  us say, indifference and h o s tility , the 
assumption is  made that the child* s personality is  greatly affected 
thereby. His outlook on l i f e ,  his attitude towards people, his 
entire psychic m il-bein g , hi® veiy destiny is  presumed to be 
altered by the maternal attitude. L ife  under a regime of maternal 
indifference develops a payohic pattern o f quite a d ifferen t mCOLd 
then under a regime o f maternal overprotaetiCR. Psychiatrists 
regard the difference as great as though the children concerned 
lived  in en tirely d ifferen t worlds.10
Surely the mother has precious opportunities to guide the l i t t l e  
one so that its  development shall be o f the highest type* "Even the 
babe in the mother's arras may dwell as under the shadow of the Almighty 
through the fa ith  of a praying mother.*11
Infancy is  not too young to begin habit-fom ing, "Mare than 
a iy  natural endowment, the habits established in  early years w ill decide 
whether a man shall be victorious or vanquished in  the battle o f l i fe * * ^  
"To the lack o f right home training may be traced the larger share o f 
the disease and misexy and crime that curse humanity. h1^  "To s great 
extent the parents hold in their own hands the future happiness of 
their children.*14
Love and affection  furnish Important background fo r  both mantal 
and physical health—love tied  to  a stable, constant environment, that *1
10David K, levy, K.D., Maternal Ovararotootlon. pp. 3~&.
^W hlta, I&, p. 512.
1% Hen G. ^hlte, Vm.am.jpsm. la  lounc People, p. 13&. (Hereinafter 
referred to as MTF.)
^W hite, M* P. 351. l4 White, H » p. 393.
leaves no question that I t  le  there ready fo r  ary demand. In  a speech 
• t  Union Collects, Lincoln, Nebraska, Hr®. Ramona Seitemeyer, who was 
Mrs, America fo r  1956, is  reported as saying* "Children reared in a 
good ervironraani can withstand v irtu a lly  ary earthly atom  that say 
beset thorn,"2-5
Frustration in  infancy Is  an important determining factor o f 
personality throughout l i f e .  There are reasons to  believe that 
personality is  formed through the frustrations experienced in 
infancy. As an infant reacts to his various deprivations and 
shocks, life lo n g  patterns fo r  reaction are established,16
I I I .  DISCIPLINE
The influence of the hose is  not only in  its  attitudes and 
atmosphsro, but much o f i t  is  rooted in the type of d iscip line used 
by the parents, Whether the d iscip line is  mild, severe, indulgent, 
consistent or domineering, w ill t o ll in  the to ta l safes-up of the 
individual, Discipline is  d ea rly  treated in  the writings o f Mrs. 
White* its  correct methods, its  wrong methods, and the te llin g  conse­
quences o f both.
The cfcject of d iscip line is  the training of the child fo r s e lf-  
government. He should be taught self-reliance and self-con tro l. 
Ttmrcfore as soon as he is  capable o f understanding, his reason 
should be enlisted on the side o f obedience. Let a ll dealing with 
him be ouch as to  show obedience to bo just and reasonable,1'
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15Cbanter ibeebanco. A p ril, 1959, p. quoted in comment under 
her picture.
^^naonds, £&• £ & ,, p* **9.
^White* M *» P. 287.
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Rales should bo few and w ell considered! and when once made, 
they should be enforced, khatever I t  Is  found Impossible to  change, 
the nizri learns to recognise end adapt it s e lf  to* bat the possi­
b ilit y  o f indulgence Induces desire, hope, and uncertainty, and the 
reaulte or® restlessness, Ir r ita b ility , and lioc&ordlnatltm,18
Administer the rules of the hoe* in wisdom and lo ve , not with a 
red o f Iron, Children w ill respond with w illin g  Obedience to  the 
rule o f love* Coraaend your children whenever you can. Make their 
liv e s  as happy as possible. Provide the® with innocent amusements, 
lake the Horae a Bethel, a holy, consecrated place* Keep the so li 
o f the heart mellow ty  the manifestation of love and a ffection , 
thus preparing i t  fear the seed o f truth. Remember that the Lord 
gives the earth not only clouds and rain , but the beautifu l, smiling 
sunshine, causing the seed to  gamine to and the blossom to appear. 
Remember that children need not only reproof and correction, but _Q 
eneouxwgaaant and commendation, the pleasant sunshine o f kind wordsF
There is  as much physical health in these quotations as there Is
moral worth. Hot only w ill the child who la  loved, and who Is  taught to  
obey, be healthier mentally and physically, but in  case o f Illn ess the 
ch il l who is  used to  doing what he is  told  is  manageable by doctors and 
nurses, and i t  can be a natter of l i f e  and death, how w ell the child
cooperates with medications and treatments.
DoRtinaerinc dlnciollrse. Good discip line Is  a mixture o f love 
and security* There are two extremes from this—each with results o f
Its  am, One extreme is  overindulgence, the otter is  too much severity.
Of the overeevero type, Hrs, Whit® say a*
There are many fam ilies o f children who appear to be w ell trained, 
while under the training d iscip lin e! but when the system which tea 13
13i m - *  p . 290 .
Stolen 0, Wiite, Counsels j& Teachers, faimfca fiZXl SJUtiSilLSL, P* 
114, (Hereinafter referred to  as ££.)
held theta to set rules la broken op, they seem to be incapable o f 
thinking, so ling, or deciding fo r tfwmselves* These children have 
boon so long under iron ru le, not allowed to  think end act fo r 
thossselvos in  those things in which i t  was highly proper that they 
should, that they have no confidence in themselves to  move oat upon 
their own judgment, having an opinion of th eir own* And when they 
go out from their parents to act fa r themselves, they ere easily 
led  fcy others* judgment in  the wrong direction. They have not 
s ta b ility  o f character. They have not been thrown upon th eir own 
judgment as fast and as fa r as practicable, and therefor© their 
winds have not bean properly developed end strengthened.20
The f ir s t  adjustments that a child usee are rather spontaneous 
and trial-and-error, but they baocow refined and e ffec tive  as ha gains 
experience. The degree to  which a person in able to use in te lligen t 
adjustments determines, to  a large extent, hie mental health, and in 
turn carries over into the physical. The dominated child begins his 
independent U fa  with wany counts against hi®, OcBiinerring parents 
arouse aggressiveness or they encourage suhnisoiveness in  th eir child* 
I f  aggressiveness, the child has no precedent in  his experience to 
d irect his aggressiveness, and where i t  w ill lead hlia w ill depend upon 
What influences he encounters. I f  the child reacts to  his home 
discip line with siamlssisreness, he weekly accepts whatever l i f e  has to  
o ffe r  without resistance*
Barents who . . • can tolerate no form of boisterousness or 
in itia tive  are placing defin ite  hand leaps on the development o f 
their children, These children in  la te r  years way find that 
these strong repressions which they have ass insisted way be wet 
with equally strong desires, and the impact o f the* way glare rise 
to  serious con flicts and possible neurosis, Mental health 
requires a balance between control and freedom, and wise parents 
w ill bo careful to  avoid extremes in  either o f these directions. 
Children mod firmness within reason, and yet parents should
“ w t e ,  a t  pp. 132-33
U2
not be extreme In  the degree J;o which they suppress their ch il­
dren’ s spontaneous a c tiv ity ,21
to r tffifc to a t dlasMAzm. The Opposite o f severe discipline
is  that which is  too la x , too indat^wat* The results, while d ifferen t, 
are no less  undesirable.
There is  no greater curse upon households then to allow the 
youth to have thair own way. When parents regard every wish o f 
their children, and indulge them in what they know is  not fo r 
their good, the children soon lose a ll respect fear th eir pa rente, 
a l l  regard tor the authority at Cod or nan, and are led  captive 
a t the w ill o f Satan. The influence of an ill-regu lated  family 
is  wide-spread, and disastrous to a ll society. I t  accumulates in 
a tide o f e v il that a ffects fam ilies, communities, and governments.22
A parent who does not exercise firmness and control le  not only 
fa ilin g  to  induct his children into culture in which they are 
expected to take their place, but also may be permitting the 
growth o f dangerous con flicts—giving children too muohfreedcm 
leaves them at the mercy o f th eir own harsh strivin gs.23
The follow ing case study illu stra tes the results o f Indulgence*
Jlcry A llen , an only child o f eight years, la brought to the 
psychological c lin ic  by his parents at the insistence o f his 
teachers. The parents are much incensed and regard a ll  this as a 
direct insult to the fam ily. They raise a thousand complaints 
against the school and are completely at a loos to  understand the 
situation. Jimmy, they t e l l  us, is  a delightfu l child at home.
He has his moments now and then, but on the whole he is  Mother’ s 
and Daddy’ s darling, the center o f a comfortable suburban home.
Jiaray plays with a group of younger children whom he completely 
dominates much to the delight of his father. His sligh test wish 
is  hie parents’ command. His manners are delightfu l with edults 
and he speaks lik e  a polished young gentleman. With the adults 
at the c lin ic , he is  calm, poieed and helpfu l, too helpful fo r  a 
child o f eight. The parent® fe e l the school must be a very 
terrib le place fo r they point oat that Jimay just hates to go
a symonds, ssh> f i l l* ,  P* 203. 2% h lts, ££., p. 579. 
^Symonds, qa, £ & *, p. 202.
there and cries and begs to stay hen®, Ha has wen made himself 
sick w ar i t  and had to  stay hoes because he got so upset.
Use report fro® the school on Jiswy present® a vastly  d ifferen t 
pic tare. His teachers complain that he is  *nei bright** stubborn, 
and a ’Very nasty child,** He does not get along veal with the 
other children, beets up the younger ones, and beys o ff the older , 
ewes with lo llipops and lic o ric e  shoestrings from the. store across 
the street. In class he is  constantly talking and showing o f f ,  He 
must always be the center o f attention. Be like® art work and 
tills  is  fee cfOy thing ho does w all. Whenever his work is  dis­
played, he brags insufferably. He has boon known to cheat m  
exams. When be lo s t the lead In the play recently* he skipped 
settee! fo r  three days In * nw . With fo rty  children in class, 
the teacher is  at wits* end to know what to do with hi®.2*
th is child is  completely at a loss when i t  comes to  adjusting 
outside the home* la  know# no other ro le than to be the center o f 
attraction. He is  already sotting up conditioning fo r an ailment 
adjustment la  tar in l i f e ,  by taking refuge in Hines# when he cannot 
tolerate a situation*
BftJflft&flsa aM dtotalnPtiflB. Hejection and discriraimtion 
amount to about the mm thing to the ch ild . A child can be p a rtia lly  
or to ta lly  rejected, or he my be the victim  o f p a rtia lity  unfavorable 
to  him* I f  the p a rtia lity  is  to his advantage, i t  place# Mm In the 
class with the overindulged ch ild , but i f  unfavorable, he is ,  to  that 
extent, rejected. Every basic noad of such children is  vio la ted , thoes 
needs fur lo ve , security, acceptance, and self-worth. Such an exper­
ience d isqualifies M » fo r  satisfactory religious exercises, fo r  he 
cannot understand God who supplies lore and care, when bis environment
% sygg  and Coetog, j& . fiU ». pp. 58-59.
has never (femoratrated such to  him# Sosa o f these persons seem able 
to rise  above the circumstances o£ th eir experience and find compensa­
tions, While others are grossly maladjusted*
«  • «  loved and loving fa c ilita te s  adjustment to situations that 
Involve strong unpleasant emotions. When a loved child fa lls  at 
something, the fa ilu re does not cut so deep as to make him doubt 
his basic worth because he is  s t i l l  secure in that love relation­
ship. Consequently he Is  more easily reassured and encouraged to 
txy again. In  contrast, the unloved child who fa ils  is  in double 
jeopardy. To his insecurity is  added the fee lin g  o f inadequacy, 
end the world looks blacker and blacker. When a loved child is  
frightened, he can lite r a lly  or figu ra tive ly  take the hand of the 
person who loves h l», approach and examine the terrify in g  situa­
tion, loom  its  true dimensions, and more readily find the courage 
to face i t .  But terror to  the unloved child is  unfaceable a«5 
overwhelming. Punishsents, penalties, and the demands of 
authority are bearable fo r laved children because they do not 
imply rejection  or fundamental lack o f worth. Consequently they 
are aralyssable by the loved ch ild , who more easily can perceive 
their meaning and take them in stride. But to the unloved child 
these things may be taken as Indicators o f personal rejection  or 
o f unfavorable status. Resentment, rebellion  against authority, 
h os tility  against peers who seem more favored, or fundamental 
doubts o f own worth ensue.25
In  the author* s experience with student nurses were two who 
v iv id ly  illu stra te  the results o f the mind on the body resulting from 
rejection . These two g ir ls  were o f about the same age. One was from 
a happy, secure home, the other, an illeg itim ate ch ild , was reared in 
an orphan's home. She had been tried out in  s ix  or seven foster hoses, 
each time to  be returned to  the orphan's home. Hash to  her cred it, she 
has made evoiy e ffo r t  to compensate. Her nurses* education represented 
th is . She was eager to  do a l l  that she was supposed to  do, and her
^Daniel A, Prescott, "Belle of Love in Human Development,* p.
5* (Unpublished manuscript.)
hunger fo r friendship was p it ifu l, bat to  those who befriended her. she 
dang with more than accepts hie tenacity. One contrast between these 
g ir ls  was in the way they responded to illn ess . The g ir l from the 
adequate home, while often iH  with minor ailments* always recorded 
promptly  and was back on duty even before she fe l t  very well* the 
rejected g ir l took a long time to  reew er from the sligh test illn ess . 
She was in bed with pain.fever, nausea and vomiting fo r more then a 
week a fter the detraction of an Impacted wisdom tooth* The other g i l l  
would have been on doty the next day* This extended illn ess was not 
m lingsring, bat the physical expression o f an unmet emotional need*
liBBBMdsiBft d te la liM , Another kind o f d iscip line that tends 
t© maladjustment is  inconsistent d iscip line. The child t »  confused, 
fhs dlscipLlno is  severe one day and indulgent the next* The parent 
may correct in  anger, "T© manifest passion toward an erring child is  
to  Increase the e v il. I t  arouses the worst passions of the child and 
leads hi® to  fe e l that you do not ears fo r tdm,,iZ^  How can such a 
child develop habits o f lo g ica l, straight thinking? 8s is  certainly 
a candidate fo r  la te r  mladjustmant and neurosis.
The atewmhme jq£ haaa. D iscipline does not res tr ic t it s e lf  
to measures used to  meet crises or to the punishment o f disobedience. 
Mmh more o f i t  is  ind irect, the result o f the ataoaphere that pervades 
the home, the atmosphere that makes the home a happy place or an
^% llen 0* Whits, Shtl^ Gnldanea. p, 2h$.
unhapjar one. I t  embodies forces and coherence that hold parents and
children in  relationship, I t  includes attitudes and responses, give
and take, tn a constant form of laten t control* Each child fee ls  i t
from the ea rlies t infancy through adolescence, I t  Is  this power that
shapes the personality* Good discip line that is  constant and cor,slat*
ent produces good, healthy personalities. "Above a l l  else le t  parents
surround their children with an atmoapbere o f cheerfulness, courtesy,
and lo ve .*2? Discipline that has been too severe, has been interrupted
or suffered tragedy, leaves its  mark on the child concerned*
Among the clien ts who cone to  a counselor with personal problems a 
very considerable proportion are children of divorced parents*
S onetime during their childhood* long before ©motional growth was 
completed, they have been confronted with problems of con flictin g 
loya lties  that would have strained even the capacities of 
maturity* * . *
Children in these homes have had to learn to cope with bitterness, 
hatred, neglect, end confusion, and to  put up some sort o f 
defenses against the anxiety such attitudes bring.
IT . SCHOOL EhTIR£M®IT
Another mistake of parents is  to set too high standards o f eon* 
duct and accomplishments fo r  th eir children* “Parents may arouse 
aggressive trends in a child fey the imposition o f high standards o f 
conduct and fay requiring high leve ls  o f achievement.*2^  Here the
P. 1*6.
23Leona E. Tyler, 3310. liSttk StL Z&L fijSSKSlflC* PP* 5-6.
29^rvonds, aa* 013,., p, 75*
superego?0 is  involved, s?>d the superego, thus trained, Is conditioned 
fo r undesirable attitudes such as excessive drive, radicalism or cm** 
ptilsian, or at beat* tension and anxiety. Has taring anxiety figures 
predominantly in m otional development. When a child begins school, 
he has nary new restraints and new demands as w ell as new sk ills  to  
learn . Certainly the good o f the child would be furthered by allowing 
foe- the development o f proper maturity to meet those demands before he 
must take them in such a large order in  the schoolroom. "The viaUmoe 
with which children rush from school at the end of the day is  te s t i­
mony to the long hours o f enforced restrain t."^3-
He have pushed children into small muscle a c tiv itie s , straining 
ears, focusing the eyes and manipulating the fin e  muscles o f the 
fingers, a ll of which tend to cause tension. These small muscles 
develop la s t, . • .
there are many indications to show us that i f  small muscle activ­
it ie s , even reading, writing and arithm etic, wore postponed a few 
years, the child would pick them up quickly with much greater
effic ien cy
Long years before science made these discoveries, Mrs. White 
provided the counsel that children should not be sent to school too 
ear2y.
Parents should be the only teachers o f th eir children until 
tb y  have reached eight or ten years of age. As fa st as their
*7
3°Sup©rego is  the psychological tens that is  practically equiv­
alent to conscience. Ego represents the s e lf as i t  interacts within 
its  own confines to  the external environment.
mends, fill* *  P* 75*
32Jay B, Kash, &AS&LM& l&nenta, PP. 189-90.
minds can comprehend it *  the parents should open before the® God*#
great book of nature* the mother should have less lev® fo r  the 
a r t ific ia l in  her house, and in  the preparation o f her dress for 
display, and should find time to cu ltivate, in  herself and in her 
children, a lor® fo r the beautiful buds and opening flowers. By 
ca lling the attention of her children to  their d ifferen t color© 
and variety o f fom s, she can males them acquainted with God*33
? , GGlSPAfEOUSHIP
Outside the home, the companionship chosen by or fa r  children 
wields a nighty influence. Home influences can never be obliterated, 
but they can be greatly weakened by associations outside the horse.
Hot oris* the children, but adults are swayed by the companions they 
choose.
I t  is  natural to  seek companionship, Every one w ill find com­
panions or make then* And just in  proportion to the strength o f 
the friendship, w ill be the amount o f influence which friends 
w ill exert over ace another fo r good or fo r e v il. A ll w ill have 
associates, and w ill influence and be influenced in their tom .
The lin k  la a nysterioua o »  which binds human hearts together, 
so that tbs feelin gs, tastes, and principles of two individuals 
are closely blended. One catches the s p ir it, and copies the ways 
and acts, of the other. Aa wax retains the figure o f the seal, 
so the mind retains the Impression produced by intercourse and 
association. The influence may be unconscious, yet I t  is  no less 
powerful.
I f  the youth cot&d be persuaded to  associate with the pure, the 
thoughtful, and the amiable, the e ffe c t would be most salutary. I f  
choice is  made o f companions who fear the Lord, the influence w ill 
lead to  truth, to duty, and to  holiness. A tru ly Christian l i f e  
is  a power fo r  good. But, an the other hand, those who associate 
with mv. and women o f questionable morals, o f bad^grinciples and 
practices, w ill soon be walking in  the name path.-^*
33£Hen c. white, a£ ffi'icla.tlaft %dusallaa» p. 21.
(Hereinafter referred to as ££,.)
3W .  p. 5$7.
7 1 . EKPLCED1E8T AS ENTCROIMEHT
The job does moh to  sake individuals what thisy are. the com­
panions mot cm the job, It® requirements end satisfactions, e l l  place 
their stars? on the worker. The attitudes o f drudgery with which the 
work is  perforated here a great asnount to do with ssrntal hygiene. I t  
a worker spends fo rty  hoars a weak on the job, and carries with hi® 
©any store hours o f thought connected with i t ,  awry conversations highly 
predominating in shop talk , the jab is  no small item in  happiness and 
satisfaction or in bored era and dissatlafaction. Overwork need not be 
a factor at a l l  in a nervous breakdown. An unhappy, but necessary, 
job can certainly generate emotional problems d iffic u lt  fo r  cm© to  
handle, A teacher is  being described in the follow ing quotation, prob­
ably one who loves his work, but who s t i l l  finds problems! on the job,
So wearing are his responsib ilities that special e ffo r t m his 
part is  required to  preserve v igo r and freshness. Often he be- 
cores heart-weary and brain-weaiy, with the almost irres is tib le  
tendency to depression, coldness, or Ir r ita b ility . I t  is  his 
duty not merely to res ist such moods, but to  avoid their cause.35
He who practices Sdoraon's advice, "Whatsoever tby hand findeth 
to  do, do I t  with thy s i g h t , h a s  a measure o f reraedtr fo r  problem* 
presented by his job.
He who discerns the opportunities and privileges o f his work 
w ill allow nothing to stand in the way of earnest endeavor fo r  
self-traproveraant. He w ill spare no pains to reach the highest
standard o f excellence.37
35tfhite, p, 277.
E c c le s ia s te s  9*10. 3?«h ite, £&., p. 281.
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TO . «BE CULTURE AHB H£»?AL HTiGIKNE
How much mark our culture mksa «ti ue Is  bard to  rea lize . One 
country, deficien t in resources fo r its  population, presents a predom­
inance of nutritional diseases, Parasitical diseases are frequent in  
parts o f the world, and working conditions also have th eir influence on 
the illnesses o f an area. Perhaps no place on the earth or no time in 
the world’ s history has presented eo many neuroses are there are at the 
present time in  the m aterially prosperous United States. Modem liv in g  
certain ly *lcss demands upon the nervous system. There are other places 
In the world where work is  hard, deprivations many, but where nouroaes 
hardly ex is t.
Several years ago Margaret Meed v is ited  various uncivilised 
tribes in  d ifferen t places in the world in order to staffer thoir culture. 
In the Samoan islands aha discovered that g ir ls  do not have the vio len t 
adolescent problems that American g ir ls  have, the babies are nursed 
u n til they are three or four years d d , and then are turned over to  the 
next older ch ild. He teaches the child frees then or. Precocious 
children are held back and slow children are given extra opportunity, 
so that there is- an evenness o f development. G irls are taught to regard 
boys as present enemies and future lovers. Marriage is  a matter o f 
social and economic convenience and divorce is  easy to obtain. Morals 
am somewhat lax .
In M»v Guinea them were two tribes o f very opposite character­
is t ic s . The Arapesh aha found to  be a mild, trusting, affectionate
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people. Corape t i t  ion and aggressiveness were absent. Even the childrens 
gases were not competitive, and i f  children quarreled they were sep­
arated. The Nundugumor tribe was quite d iffe ren t. They were warlike 
and cannibalistic. They do not welcome the birth  of e ch ild , i t  
receives no extra attention and no lo re  while nursing, and is  pushed 
away as soon as i t  fin ishes. Weaning is  done early, and the child gets 
cross words and blows .3® These are certain ly rea lis tic  examples o f 
environment and e ffe c t.
r a t .  OLD AGE AND ENVIRONMENT
When planning fo r old age, people usually think o f economic 
security, and plans are guided to th is end. Seme attention, but not 
enough* is  given to  nesting the emotional needs s t an age when the 
personal resources are depleted. Some geriatric-^ emphasis has been 
given to adding l i f e  to  years as well as adding years to l i f e .
I  was shown David entreating the Lord not to  forsake him when 
he should be old, and what i t  was that called forth  his earnest 
prayer. Be saw that most o f the sged around him were unhappy, 
and that unhappy tra its  o f character increased especially with 
age. I f  persons were naturally dose and covetous, they were 
most disagreeably so in their old age. I f  they ware jealous, 
fr e tfu l, and impatient, they were especially so when aged. , . *
David was deeply movedi he was distressed, as he looked forward 
to the time when he should be aged. He feared that God would 
leave him and that he would be as unhappy as other aged persona 
whose course he had noticed, and would be le f t  to  the reproach
3% tew«rt Henderson B ritt, SflaUl ParghfllPfS aL gfi& m  U & , 
PP, 52-57*
^G eria trics refers to the medical care o f the aged.
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o f the enemies o f the Lord, With this burden upon him he earnestly 
prays, “Cast me not o ff in  the time of old age; forsake as not when 
sgr strength f# ile th ."w
IX. CONCLUSION
From prenatal l i f e  to the grove environment, with a prevailing 
mental hygiene aspect, the l i f e  is  melded and the health and happiness 
are affected . Patterns o f reaction and behavior are more firm ly fixed 
as time advances. The home sets up the f ir s t  models by means o f its  
attitudes and d iscip lin e. Early, too. the ch ild 's  associates begin to 
contribute. The school is  an important part o f any ch ild 's health.
The early attendance at school adds tensions and frustrations, predis­
posing to la te r  maladjustment.
The culture in which one liv e s  helps greatly to shape the 
individual's mental health. Religion, education, e tampan ions hip, and 
employment are a ll related to  personality. These help to provide 
problems as v e il as satisfactions, Even in old age the environment is
la
s t i l l  important to the emotional health, and to  mind and body relations.
**°White, I t .  PP* **22-23. The Scripture is  Psalms 71»9. 
^See Appendix A fo r material relevant to this chapter.
CHAPTER 71
CONSTITUTIONAL MAKE-UP AS A FACTOR IN KIND-BOUT RELATIONSHIPS
The relation between heredity and environment has furnished seme 
interesting study* The question o f which has the most to  do with the 
individual becomes d iffic u lt  to answer. Nevertheless, the fee t remains 
that both make th eir contributions end both ere to be reckoned with in 
the study o f human beings.
! .  HEREDOT AS A CONSTITUTIONAL CONTRIBUTOR
• ' • . .. ' .f
There la  much in psychological literatu re on the influence of 
heredity end environment m physical development, personality, end even 
character. The actual physical body is . o f course, hereditary. The 
newborn infants in  e nursery amply te s tify  not only to d ifferen t phys­
ica l make-up, but to temperamental differences es w ell. One baby w ill 
be placid, always asleep, while another w ill be easily awakened and 
d iffic u lt  to  pacify* Temperament has its  source in the nervous system, 
and i t  w ill be acted upon by environment as the baby grows.
When Cod wade man a free moral agent, Ha made i t  possible fo r 
him to acquire characteristics through learning. Soma o f th is learning 
becomes subject to his free choice, some o f i t  Is  provided by the 
environment, and even the environment can to quite an extent be manipu­
lated by idie individual. Sin and temptation introduced the law o f 
death with its  sorrow, anxiety, and frustrations. The delicate balance 
between the ^ropa the t ic  and parasympathetic nerves was upset by the
sorrow, anxiety, and gu ilt that sin wrought. In this way physical degen*
©racy became a part o f human heritage.
The book o f Genesis gives Quite a defin ite account of social and 
Individual l i f e ,  and yet wo have no record o f an infant being bom 
blind, deaf, crippled, deformed, or imbecile. There Is  not an 
instance upon record o f a natural death In Infancy, childhood, or 
early manhood. There Is  no account o f men and women dying o f 
disease. Obituary notices In the book of Genesis run thus: "And 
a ll the days that Adam lived  were nine hundred and th irty years i 
and he d ied." "And a ll  the days of Seth war© nine hundred and 
twelve yearsf and he died*" Concerning others, the record states: 
He lived  to a good c&d age: and he died, Zt was so rare fo r  a son 
to die before the father that such an occurrence was considered 
worthy of record* "And Haran died before his father, Terah."
Haren was a father o f children before his death.
God endowed man with so great v ita l force that he has withstood 
the accusmftatlon of disease brought upon the race in consequence 
o f perverted habits, and has continued fo r s ix  thousand years*
This fact of Its e lf is  enough to  evidence to us the strength and 
e lec trica l energy that God gave to  man at his creation. I t  took 
more than two thousand years o f crime and indulgence o f base pas­
sions to  bring bodily disease upon the race to  any great extent.
I f  Adam, a t his creation, had not been endowed with twenty times 
as much v ita l force aa men now have, the race, with their present 
habits of liv in g  in v io la tion  of natural law, would have become 
extinct.3
I I .  DISEASE AND HEREBITX
Actual hereditary disease, as such, is  restricted by several 
factors. For one thing i t  is  lik e ly  to  be recessive, and fo r  another, 
the genes and chromosomes curst be involved, and this factor is  well 
provided fo r  by the Creator in making them almost inaccessible. Pre­
natal disease is  another thing. In such cases samething happens during 
the prenatal period of development* and as the chromosomes with their
^ h its , 21, pp. 133-39.
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genes have already made their contribution to the Individual, such 
conditions are not passed on. They can only assume the same status as 
postnatal incidents.
Characteristics wiiich cause the most concern are very often 
believed to be due to recessive gems (genes carrying latent tra its  
which do not necessarily show up but which can be transmitted).
Boas feeblemindedness, certain forms of insanity and a suscepti­
b ility  to certain diseases, such as diabetes, are frequently lis ted  
among tra its  which can be inherited through a combination of reces­
sive genes. According to  this theory o f inheritance, a recessive 
tra it  cannot be passed on i f  i t  is  present in  the gems of only one 
parent. I t  mast be carried by both parental moreover, the gems 
carrying a tra it must be paired.2
Erythroblastosis, an infant anemia, is  caused in  a special way 
not understood until the la s t twenty years or so. The mother has an 
MH negative blood,and her fetus, HE positive blood. The fe ta l blood 
is  incompatible with the mother’ s blood, and she manufactures antibodies 
against i t .  Then these antibodies, in  turn, destroy the red bleed ce lls  
o f the fetus. Unless the disease becomes too advanced before b irth , i t  
can be successfully treated with a complete replacement o f infant blood 
by means o f transfusions.
Since blood types are hereditary, this disease is  necessarily 
hereditary in this sera©. In  another sense the disease is  prenatal.
Only the infant’ s blood type can be passed on to the next generation, 
and I t  has the same poten tia lities as the blood type o f any other 
individual.
Another hereditary disease is  hemophilia. In this case the
23ess V. Cunningham, PayshfliLflgg £fl£ lUCS&U P* 56,
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causative factor is  attached to the X chromosome. Whan a male child 
receives th is X chromosome from his mother* he becomes a bleeder or 
hemophilic. Since the mother has two X chromosomes, not every am o f 
her male children needs to develop hemophilia. A female child may 
receive this chromosome, but she does not su ffer from its  presence. I t  
becomes causative only when passed on to her male offspring.**
% p h ili» was at cm time considered in three categories: 
acquired, congenital, and hereditary. These three classifications are 
given In the elder books j the newer ones either do not mention heredi­
tary syph ilis, or ca ll i t  haredItajy syphilis when a congenital syphilis 
is  la te  In developing.1*
"Constitutional differences such as v igor or weakness and sus­
cep tib ility  or immunity to  various diseases are often lis ted  among 
hereditary tra its  ,*-5 And ho re are to be found the most frequent heredi­
tary manifestations. I t  is  th is constitutional heredity that figures 
in psychosomatic p o ss ib ilitie s . OS course, constitutional elements
enter into other diseases, and they are more evident in some psychoso­
matic patients than others.
^Females have two X chromosomes and males an X chromosome and a 
X chromosome. I f  «  child receives an X chromosome from the father, a 
fea d e  child results. I f  a child receives an X chromosome from the 
mother and a t  chromosome from the father, a male child develops.
^Cunningham, j& . c i t . . P* 56.
th is constitutional background is  soon in Dr, Edward Podolsky's 
description of the heredity equipment of the kind of individual who 
succumbs to gastric or duodenal u lcer. Such persons, ha soys, have a 
defin ite and clear-cut type o f personality. They are extremely con­
scientious, said they set high standards fo r  themselves and attempt to 
reach goals in an Obsessive and compulsive way, goals which most people 
would not attempt. They are in telligen t* everaetive, independent, and 
they are tense. He describes them as having a good sense of humor, 
and they have sw ift and strong reactions.^
5?
I I I .  THE REHVOUS ST3TBM AMD HEf&DIfl
fir, Walter C, Alvarez writes much that is  valuable in  understand­
ing the nervous background fo r disease. He admits hie own poor nervous 
heredity, and this gives him a sympathetic approach.
There la a group of persons whom I  often think of as haring pome £& 
the egd qf  thair  rope nervously. Usually the patient is  a young 
woman who, with a poor nervous heredity and seme constitutional 
inadequacy to  begin with, managed somehow to keep going fo r years 
in  spite perhaps of having to work her way through school, then to 
work long hours, then to do much fo r a lo t  o f unreasonable and 
demanding re la tives , then to  go through the sorrow o f a broken 
engagement or an unfortunate marriage, then through much illn ess , 
and fin a lly  m operation or two. To me the wonder is  not why such 
• woman broke down, but how she kept going as long as she did.?
Stagnsr w ell describes the pert played by heredity and the nerv­
ous system.
^Edward Podolsky, H.B, "The Dicer Personality,* Horsing korld. 
August, 1950, pp. 362-43.
?walter c . Alvarez, H.D., itoaugnsaa* InateM tiffi iflsl £ala« P*
250*
The autonomic nervous ayste* Is  «  sign ificant factor la  deter­
mining Individual differences in personality and In Influencing 
developmental sequence in a given individual. Various studies have 
shown that differences la  arousal. duratlcai. and control o f auto­
nomic a c tiv ity  d iffe r  from person to person as regards ease of 
setting o ff changes in the blood prossore, psychogalvanic re flex , 
pulse rate, and so anj in the length of time required fo r these 
functions to  return to  normals and In the extent o f control o f 
v iscera l functions. A good deal o f evidence supports the view that 
these variables are related to personality tra its  In adults. There 
is  also some reason to  believe that the development o f the young 
child is  influenced by these characteristics o f the autonomic 
nervous system} $,„«*, a child with a highly reactive autonomic 
w ill probably acquire conditioned emotions more readily end time 
w ill develop attitudes and expectancies rather d ifferen t from his 
brother, whose viscera are less sensitive.^
Dr. Alvarea gives a classic illu stra tion  of how highly sensitive 
the nervous system can bet
I  said one day to an attractive but fr a il and hypersensitive 
l i t t l e  v io lin is t , *What does a symphony concert do to you** and, 
as I  expected, she said, wI t  takes me Into the seventh heaven, but 
i t  tears m a ll to pieces emotionally, and I  come home a wreck.*
But she agreed with me that I t  was better to be that way than 
stupid and insensitive.^
Then he goes on to explain the mechanism that produces such 
sensitivity*
I  point oat to  tha iypersenaitive woman that she must su ffer.
I f  only because she Is so sensitive} sounds, smells, lig h t, a 
d ra ft, the ticking o f a elock, things which are not bothersome to 
the ordinary person, beat in on ter brain and wear her out. • • •
One can find ranch about this painfulness o f v isu a l, auditory and 
olfactory stimuli in the biographies o f poets, musician®, writers 
and other g ifted , lypersensitive neurotic persons.8 *10
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8Hose SUgner, gfflfihi&affl SL ”ftiaaBaU.1X» P* 92.
^Alvarez, SSL. J&L., p. 130.
10lb iri. .  p. 60,
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Another d ifficu lty  often met with by the hypersensitive woman 
is  that she became unpleasantly conscious of the workings o f her
organs which she never knew she had before. Thus, while recovering 
from a postinfluenzal depression, she may fe e l her heart beating, 
or she may be annexed by the throbbing of her carotid artery where 
i t  passes near the Inner ear, or she may fe e l the writhing incre­
ments of her intestine, or the contractions o f the l i t t l e  muscles 
o f her ©kin. The mere e ffo r t o f putting up with such sensations 
end not getting alarmed over them adds to the sum of the day’ s 
fatigue.**
These quotations should make i t  clear that there Is a vast d if­
ference In the nervous systems of d ifferen t individuals. fchat w ill be 
hardly noticeable to one person may be the source o f such annoyance and 
discomfort to another. The sensitive person is  going to  be subject* 
fa r more often, to psychosomatic ailments, than the insensitive individ­
ual, A lso, the same person d iffe rs  at d ifferen t times In degrees o f 
sen sitiv ity , due to  various reasons.
17. mmms iN sm iL rre  in  the animal kingdom
Nervous in stab ility  appears as a hereditary tra it  in the animal 
kingdom as w ell as In the human fam ily, A flock  o f highbred Leghorn 
hem w ill go into a stampede i f  the housewife caws to their pen wear­
ing an apron when they ere used to seeing her without one. Herds o f 
registered Jersey cows are susceptible to windy, disagreeable weather, 
which w ill slow up their milk production. Professor Lloyd Morgan te lls  
o f a l i t t e r  o f fiv e  pups that he took fo r a walk. Thsy earn® to  a gate 
with bars so dess together that the pups could not get through* AH
^•Xfaid..  pp, 130-31.
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the l i t t l e  clogs straggled to get through st the bottom, bat fe lled . 
Eventually three of them discovered that they codldl get through the 
be*® higher up. One other pup continued to struggle, bat the f if th  
atm gave up and lay down whining. This interesting experiment he re­
peated several times* always with the same results. These l i t t l e  
fellows were each bom with a d ifferen t equipment.12
V, CONCLUSION
The work of physical degeneration commenced in  Eden is  s t i l l  
progressing. Heredity produces a widespread variety of tra its . There 
are a few diseases that are Inherited, but mostly constitutional in­
heritance accounts fo r the type o f disease to which an individual is  
susceptible. Certain constitutions are more sensitive to psychosomatic 
disease then others. Even among animals, who have no reasoning powers* 
and who know nothing o f their physical make-up, there is  evidence that 
they have d ifferen t nervous systems.
S. Waterhouse, 4a 4 I  £ fit PgTOfeftgg Ifil M LU itm  M m r
tlsa . p. 1C©* citin g  the incident but giving no reference.
CHAPTER rtl
RIGHT THINKING
Basle to good mind and body relations Is  right thinking. The 
wrong thinking that began under the tree o f knowledge of good and e v il 
sprang from Satan*s appeal to se lf-exa lta tion j *Xe shall be as gods.” 
This attitude has brought ruin to  hits and his angels, and what ruin i t  
baa wrought to the human fam ily! The vary fa ct that self-preservation 
holds such high importance in human welfare makes i t  easy to place upon 
s e lf a disproportionate amount o f thought and attention,
I .  THE PHENOMENAL FIELD
The real situation in mind-caused diseases is  not. "She thinks 
she is  sick ," but that her thoughts have made her sick. Ur, Alvarez in 
his book, HflinrflllBraaB* fa m w ttflB  aoi £&ku Mentions ’‘years o f wrong 
thinking.* He refers to the fussfoudget, the worrier, the perfection iet. 
Each of these has made fo r himself an atmosphere in  which he liv e s . 
Every person has what is  called a "phenomenal fie ld .*  This phenomenal 
fie ld  represents the world of thought, a personal universe f i l le d  with 
ideas of the past, present, and future, and the individual’ s s e lf-  
assigned relation to this realm of in tellectual a c tiv ity .
I I .  WHAT IS WRONG WITH THE THINKING?
Ha-ry are diseased physically, mentally, end morally, because 
their attention is  turned exclusively to themselves.1
1 White, 21» P.
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f la t  which brings sickness of body end mind to  nearly a ll*  is  
d issatisfied  feelings and discontented repinings. They have not 
God, they have not the hope which reaches to  that within the v a il, 
which i »  an anchor to the sod  both sure and steadfast. A ll who 
possess th is hope w ill purify themselves even as he is  pure. Such 
are free from restless longings, repinings, and discontent* thay 
are not continually looking fo r  e v il and brooding over borrowed 
trouble.
I f  the phenomenal fie ld  is  f i l le d  with s e lf, with the unhappy 
things that occur, with slights and fa ilu res o f l i f e ,  with fears and 
anxieties, with tension and warty and resentment, the thoughts are 
wrong.
I l l ,  SOURCES CP rich: thoughts
A good model fo r right thinking is  given by the Apostle Pauli
F ina lly, brethren, whatsoever things ate true, whatsoever
things are honest* whatsoever things are just, whatsoever things 
are pure, whatsoever things ere lo ve ly , whatsoever things are o f 
good report* i f  there be ary v irtu e, and i f  there be ary praise, 
think on these thingsP
There is  a science o f Christianity to be mastered,--a science 
as much deeper, broader, higher than any human science as the 
heavens are higher than the earth. The mind is  to be disciplined, 
educated, trained* fo r  we are to do service fo r  God in ways that 
arc not in harmony with inborn inclination. Hereditary and cul­
tivated tendencies to e v il must be overcome. Often the education 
end training of a life tim e must be discarded, that one may become 
a learner in  the school o f Christ. Our hearts must be educated 
to become steadfast in God. are to fpm  habits s&. thought 
that w in enable us f.o res ist temptation. W© must learn to look 
upward. The principles o f the word o f G o d p rin c ip le s  that are 
as high as heaven, and that compass etern ity ,—«e  are to under­
stand in their bearing upon our daily l i f e ,  ivory act, every word, 
every thought, is  to be in accord with these principles. A ll must 
be brought into harmony with, and subject to , Christ.4
2Xbid.. p. 566, ^Philippian* *H8.
W t e ,  Mb pp. 453**^. (Ita lic s  supplied,)
Sven when performing; one* a daily to il the mind may be occupied 
with profitab le thinking.
So in every lin e  o f useful labor and every association o f l i f e .  He 
desires us to  find a lesson of divine truth. Then our daily to ll 
w ill no longer absorb our attention and lead us to forget God| i t  
w ill continually remind us o f our Creator and Badteeawr. The thought 
o f God w ill run lik e  a thread of gold through a ll ewer homely cares 
and occupations.5
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17. WHAT CAN BE DQJ© ABOUT WRONG ft
With such high ideals o f righ t thinking, how can they be reached? 
Surely there is  no self-seeking, no repining, no anxiety portrayed here. 
To reach such ideals no doubt involves a long end gradual growth, and 
much e ffo r t . In  handling our problems, we so often try to make s e lf-  
ju stifica tion  cover gu ilt and make compromise stare! fo r  v ic to ry . The 
result is  only continued tension, when the mind needs the peace that 
comes from complete surrender, the mm assurance that Christ gave when 
He added forgiveness o f sin to  His miracles of healing. There are 
things that should be forever settled , fo r as long a a they ere le f t  
dangling there w ill be tension. Neither should they be repressed. They
need to be completely cleared up. Bight thinking should sot the mental
1 i
house in order and keep i t  so.
7. AIDS XX MHBCTIHG THK THINKING
Childhood is  the time to  form habits o f happy thinking, and 
children can be directed into channels o f happy thought. One mother,
■%llen 0. shite, Chrlat* s Object hpssons. pp. 26-27* (Herein­
a fter referred to as £22*.)
6b
with «  child who habitually awakened from his nap crying, determined 
to make a happier child out o f him. She gave special attention to  this 
child until the habit was broken, khan he began to  a tir  from hie nap, 
she was on hand at cnee to  take him up. She soothed him and provided 
him with something to d ivert hie attention, and In doe time she was 
repaid with a happy ch ild.
A change o f thought habits can also be in itiated  in adults. 
Decisions can be made and helps set op to cheek bad thought a c tiv itie s  
and to encourage good ones. Some of these could bet
1. Supply the mind with good thought material from reading and 
from listen ing to what is  good. The mind needs stary resources.
2. Associate with people who are models in the thought area to 
be improved.
3. Refuse to  null over a ligh ts, personal In ju ries, worries, 
or whatever might be distressing. This can be accomplished toy having 
selected ahead o f time some topic fo r thought to which the mind can be 
instantly switched. Lfere over a lovely  trip , reca ll a pleasant v is it ,  
repeat poetry or Scripture, " I t  is  a positive duty to  res ist melan­
choly, discontented thoughts and fee lin gs,—as much a duty » «  i t  is  
to  pray.*^
k. Keep undesirable topics out o f the conversation, "Expres­
sion deepens impression,* as is  very w ell known.
^hite, ga, p, 251.
5* Seek new interests that w ill provide new subject wetter fo r
thought.
6, The outdoors is  invigorating, fresh a ir  is  restorative, and 
nature is  inspirational. So complete a change o f atmosphere suggests 
new forms of thought. "Exercise in the open a ir  should be prescribed
as a life -g iv in g  necessity.*? th is instruction can righ tly  be expended
*
to  include both mind and body in it s  application.
7. Finding ways to  serve is  certainly one way of redirecting 
thought.
The fifty -e igh th  chapter of Isaiah is  a prescription fo r  maladies 
of the body and o f the soul. I f  we desire health and the true jqy 
o f l i f e ,  we must put into practise the rules given In tills  scrip­
ture* Of the service acceptable to Him, are! its  blessings, the Lord 
says*
" Is  i t  not to deal thy bread to the hungiy,
And that thou bring the poor that are cast out to  t iy  house? 
When thou sscst the naked that thou cover h im ,...
3. "Song is  a weapon that we can always use against discouragement. 
As we thus open tbs heart to  the sunlight o f the Saviour's presence, we 
shall have health and His blessing.*^ Be the musician amateur or pro­
fessional, a piano is  a good place to work out emotions* I f  the music 
is  righ tly  selected, the player «*n come away with raw impulses and 
fresh courage. "Nothing tends more to  promote health of body and o f 
soul than does a sp ir it o f gratitude and praise. *9
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P* 265.
3&tUU* p. 356. The Scripture is  Isaiah 53*7.
9m&*> P. 25*. 102m ->  P. 251.
9, The mind needs beauty, "The king* a daughter is  a ll glorious 
v ith in ."11 She has chosen the best subjects fo r  her thoughts. She has 
brought herself under the influence o f Cod's  grace.
In  the matchless g if t  o f His Sen, Cod has encircled the whole 
world with an atmosphere o f grace as real as the a ir  which circu­
la tes around tbs globe. A ll who choose to breathe th is life -g iv in g  
atmosphere w ill l iv e , and grow up to the stature of men and women 
in Christ Jesus.12
Hallo May says that "liv in g  creatively means growing, expressing 
one’ s p o ten tia lities , developing one's p oss ib ilities , and therefore 
finding continuously new Interests in persons and things."1^
71. CONCLUSION
I f  the phenomenal fie ld  Is f ille d  with s e lf, i t  w ill mean s e lf­
ishness, discontent, depression, pessimism, fears, inadequacy, worry, 
anxiety, envy, emulation, end s tr ife , the hungry are fed , the
naked clothed, and the outcast taken in , the thinking takes on the righ t 
o d o r. Hight thinking finds heights o f nob ility  and inspiration at 
purpose whan i t  contemplates heavenly holiness centered in Christ,
E ffo rt in the right direction w ill lead to  this goal. Much can be 
done to eliminate from the mind thoughts that are a hindrance to  health* 
fu l liv in g* and to  learn the art of thinking such thoughts as w ill 
result in happiness and e ffe c tiv e  liv in g . 213
X1Pealms **5*13.
l2t.ilen G, -bite, Steps to Christ, p. 72. (Hereinafter referred 
to as £&•}
13lo llo  May, Sftgtafcfi SL fom.tte.fi ttslw*. P« 18.
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CHAPTER V II I
H2HD RELATIONS, RIGHT AND WHORG
Influences that act upon tho mind run Into quite a l i s t ,  begin­
ning with those rudiaontal responsib ilities o f parents and reaching a 
climax in Commie t ie  brainwashing.
I .  COilSCIEtICS TRAINING
The development o f the Blind begins early, before there is  any 
individual moral responsibility. The parents provide the material that 
builds I ts e lf into what has long been known a a conscience, and what 
psychiatrists now ca ll superego. The superego may be modified by la te r  
experience, but the original w ill always retain much o f its  va lid ity .
The child fir s t  learns restrictions. He must not touch the hot stove, 
he must not put certain things into his mouth, he must keep out o f 
this and that. Quite la rge ly  the superego is  negative. As Intelligence 
increases, the child Is  able to  take on more positive ideas, and the 
superego becomes modified by the ego idea l. Tho balance between these 
two has much to  do with personality.
u . isriracE
Another outside source o f mental a c tiv ity  is  Influence. Every 
person is  a pert o f those with whom ha has associated. Horal responsi­
b ilit y  applies to Influence, fo r the choice o f associates is  la rgely  
voluntary.
i'>@ntal control ascends a scale o f intensity in suggestion, pres­
sure, dominance* and propaganda before i t  reaches its  climax in the 
forms o f hypnotism and brainwashing. Universally a ll of these forces 
are becoming more Intense and more subtle.
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m .  mass MEDIA
There is  a constant bombardment of the senses earning from radio* 
television , the printed page, and outdoor advertising,
A new factor has been added in human l i f e  so radical in nature 
that the world can never be quite the same again* i t  has been 
called the revolution in communication, , • . The great danger o f 
this lie s  In the commercial tes t o f a l l  our values. The truth 
sometimes becomes subservient to sales promotion, and the methods 
used appeal to the least common denominator emotions of sex, 
success, and popularity. Therefore, the indirect product of th is 
barrage o f persuasion is  to develop a moral atmosphere that places 
glamour ahead o f in tegrity  and sales results ahead of truth. The 
extent o f over claims fo r products in press, radio, and television  
has become so notorious that I t  is  even the jest of children, 
Nevertheless, advertisers continue to make surveys that they say 
prove their effectiveness. Either the advertisers are vastly 
overrating their service or they are providing a kind o f persuasion 
that jeopardises the basic values fa r which ws struggle as 
Christians,*
The suggestions so used are well studied and eociremely ind irect, 
Mary o f the appeals art unconscious and subliminal, yet they reg ister 
in the mind and a ffec t opinions.
XT. DOMINATION
Domination is  a fora o f mind control, in perhaps a lesser degree 
than hypnotism and brainwashing. I t  exists in governments, and i t  is
•^Albert T e r r ill Rasmussen, fcftristtaa S fifiM  S.lblsa* P* 33.
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a part o f the pragmas oaf some churches. Domination famed the frame­
work o f the persecutions o f the Dark Ages* Domination has been counter­
acted in  the republican form o f government. Progress and enlightenment 
hare followed, fo r r e lie f from domination releases in it ia tiv e . But 
domination may s t i l l  ex ist in the hearts o f those who think they lo re  
freedom. Teachers may employ domination, and in  many homes there is  
an autocratic form of d iscip line. I f  the control of one mind by another 
is  wrong, then domination is  wrong even when employed with children.
To d irect the ch ild 's development without hindering i t  by unde® 
control should be the study o f both parent and teacher. Too much 
management is  as bad m too l i t t l e .  The e ffo r t to "break the w ill*  
o f a child is  e terrib le  mistake. Hinds are constituted d ifferen tly; 
while force may secure outward submission, the result with many 
children is  a more determined rebellion o f the heart. Been should 
the parent or teacher succeed in gaining the control he seeks, the 
outcome may be no less harmful to  the ch ild . The discipline o f a 
htsnan being who has reached the years o f in telligence should d iffe r  
from the training o f a dumb animal. The beast is  taught only sub­
mission to  its  master. For the beast, the master is  wind, judgment, 
and w ill, Ib is  method, sometimes employed in the training of ch il­
dren, makes them l i t t l e  more than automatons. Hind, w ill, con­
science, are under the control o f another. I t  is  not God's purpose 
that ary mind should be thus dominated. Those who weaken or destroy 
individuality assume a responsibility that can result only in e v il.  
While under authority, the children may appear lik e  w ell-d rilled  
soldiers i but when the control oesses, the character w ill be found 
to lack strength and steadfastness. Having never learned to govern 
himself, the youth recognises no restraint except the requirements 
o f parents or teacher# This removed, he knows not how to use his
^h lte, M *« P. 208.
?o
V . DRUGS A S» THE JUBD
Maty medications act on the brain and nervous system. A sur- 
prisingly large section of pharmacology Is  taken up with drags that 
a ffec t the nervous system in various ways. I f  the heart rate is  too 
rapid, a drug is  given which acts on ita  nervous mechanism to slow i t  
dams i f  the optometrist wishes to  d ila te the pupils fo r  eye examina­
tion , he uses a drug which acts on the nerves that rep la te  the aise of 
the pupils. I f  i t  seems desirable to reduce stomach secretion and 
m otility , as in gastric ulcer, drugs art used which depress the pars- 
sympathetic nerves, fo r  these two functions are stimulated by the 
para sympathetica• I f  pain must be controlled, the drugs used are those 
which act cm the sensory nerves. Even hydrotherapy and some other 
forms o f physical therapy depend, fo r th eir results, upon nerve action. 
Heat d ilates the blood vessels and increases the circulation to  the 
part. Cold contracts the blood vessels, but the Hood vessels d ila te 
and contract through the action of the autonomic nerves. There are 
various re flex  areas that are used in  hydrotherapy to gain certain 
resu lts. These areas are re flex  because of th eir narve distribution.^
The lin e  o f debarkation between whet is  legitim ate and what is  
harmful in  drugs is  easily confused. Dr. Keerloo writes a very p ro fit­
able and interesting book called Raoe of the Mind. He Is  a Dutch psy­
ch iatrist » and as a prisoner o f war, came in contact with mind control.
3se© Figures 2-5, pp. 71-7**. For explanation of the figu res, 
see Appendix B,
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I  w ill touch upon another side of th is problem as w ell, namely* 
oat dangerous socia l dependence on various drugs, the problems o f 
addiction, making i t  easier fo r  us to  s lip  into the pattern of 
auirnlaslveness, The alcoholic has no mantel back bone ary more 
when you give him e drink, .The same Is  true o f the chronic user 
o f sedative or other p ills .
One strategy at the tota litarian  nations was to create an 
a r t ific ia l shortage o f drugs generally used, and replace them with 
barbiturates, which were available without prescription.
71, THE 121 DETECTOR
Dr, Keerloo discusses the l ie  detector, rarco^tialysier5 and 
hypnotism, a l l  o f which invade the mind. He warns*
There is  a very serious danger in  a ll these methods of chemical 
intrusion in to the mind. True, they can be used as careful aids to 
psychotherapy, bat they can also be frightening instruments o f > 
control in the hands o f men with an overwhelming drive to power.®
The l i e  detector, he believes, belongs to the category o f wind 
control, fo r  i t  forces its  victim  to admit his g u ilt, and since emotion 
from the ordeal can a ffec t results, be believes i t  can be unreliable.
711* HXPHQTISH
Or. Keerloo lays bare hypnotism as a method o f mind control. 
He ca lls  i t  the “bastard son o f fantasy and rea lity .*?
^Joost K. A, Keerloo, K.D., The Rape g£ £&& Hind, p. 55*
•^Psychiatrists use narco-analysis in interviews with patients to 
make them able to  release mental reservations, by use o f a drug, and talk 
more easily . Alcohol does the same thing fo r a drunk man, During World 
War n  this orocodure was used on American prisoners. Ken who knew top4 
m ilitary secrets carried a suicide capsule to take i f  they were captured,
^Keerloo, sm» c i t , . p, 67,
TiPMtike Mrs, White, Or. Keerloo approves o f hypnotism as «  remedy
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Ellen 0* Mbits explains*
Thews is , however, a fonts of mine! cure that Is  one of the most 
e ffec tive  agencies fo r  e v i l .  Through th is so-called science, one 
mind is  brought under the control of another, so that the individ­
u ality o f the weaker is  merged in that o f the stronger mind. One 
person sots out the w ill o f another. Thus i t  is  claimed that the 
tenor o f tb© thoughts may be changed, that health-giving impulses 
may be imparted, and patients way be enabled to res ist and overcome 
disease.
This method of cur© has been employed by persons who wore ignor­
ant of its  rea l nature end tendency, and who believed i t  to  be s 
roe-ns of benefit to  the sick* But the so-called science i a based 
upon fa lse principles,8
I t  is  claimed that a hypnotised person cannot be compelled to 
' * ' • 
v io la te  his conscience. Dr. Keerloo makes exceptions. He says*
Keny psychologists would deny that such a thing could happen and 
would in e lst that no person can be compelled to do under hypnosis 
what he would refuse to do in a state o f a lert consciousness, but 
actually what a person can be compelled to  do depends on the degree 
o f dependency that hypnosis causes and the frequency o f repetition 
of the so-called posthypnotic suggestions, , . , True, no hypnotixer 
can take away a man's conscience and Inner resistance tamed la te ly , 
but he can arouse the la ten t murderous wishes which may become 
active in bis victim 's unconscious by continual suggestion and con­
tinual playing upon those deeply repressed desires. Actual knowiedjp 
o f methods in  brainwashing and menticide prove that a ll th is can be 
dons.9
Another reason why fcypnotism is  wrong is  because i t  involves 
the w ill,
The w ill,  that forms so important a factor in  the character o f man, 
was at the fa l l  given into the control o f Satan} and he has ever 
since been working in  man to w ill and to do his own pleasure, but 
to the utter ruin and misery of man,10
in  the hands o f reputable practitioners, but be also points out the 
danger o f the subject's being taken advantage of by unscrupulous persons.
"Vhite, |£i, p. 2b2. ^Heerloo, s&* f i l l - .  PP« 61-62.
10White, 51, p. 515.
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Hypnotism le ts  Satan gat just a l itH o  closer than he could 
otherwise coma* Another reason wly hypnotism Is  wrong la that i t  
allows a human mind to  coma between the individual and Christ, Aty 
form o f mind control can only thwart God’ s purpose fo r man* "Behold»
I  stand at the door, and knock."11 He wants to cone in , but the heart 
mast be free from other presences and voluntarily opened to  Him,
God desires to  bring men into d irect relation with Himself, to  
a ll His dealing with human beings He recognizes the principle o f 
personal responsib ility. Re soaks to encourage a sense of personal 
dependence» and to impress the mod of personal guidance, Ee 
desires to bring tbs human into association with the divine, that 
men may be transformed Into the divine likeness.
Christ, not a human being, Is  the source o f mind healing, to 
Him are provided great resources o f thought that are life -g iv in g  in  
their Influence,
Those whose minds and bodies are diseased are to  behold in Christ 
the restorer, • • • I f  they cooperate with Him, c&eying the laws 
o f health, and strivin g ±p perfect holiness in Hla fea r, He w ill 
impart to  them Bis l i f e . 1?
Y I I I ,  BRAUWASHim
Even more diabolical than hypnotism are the brainwashing prac­
tices used on enemy captives by the Communists daring the recent World 
War*
* ■
A fantastic thing is  happening in our world. Today a man ia no 
longer punished fo r the crimes be las in  fs e t committed. How he 
may be compelled to confess to  crimes that have bean conjured up
11 Revelation 3*20. ^W hite, p. 3<*5
P* 3*»6.
?8
ty his Judges, who use his confession for political purposes, . . • 
kfe must understand what impels the false admission of guiltt we 
must take another look at the human mind in »H  its  fra illy  and 
vtfljrserabiltty.1**
Brainwashing is  vicious. Upon f ir s t  hearing of i t ,  the United 
Sts tea condemned its  victims without mercy. At present there seems to 
be somewhat mare len ient attitude toward these men.
To the horrors the accused victim  suffers from without must be 
added the horrors from within. Be is  pursued by the unsteadiness 
o f his own mind, which cannot always produce the same answer to  a 
repeated question, As a human being with a conscience he is  pur* 
sued by possible hidden gu ilt feelin gs, however pious he may have 
been, that undermine his rational awareness o f innocence
I f  the prisoner* »  mind proves too resistant, narcotics are 
given to confuse it *  mescaline, marihuana, morphine, barbiturates, 
alcohol. I f  his body collapses before his mind capitulates, he 
receives stimulants* benzedrine, ca ffeine, coraninc, a l l  o f which 
help to preserve his consciousness until he confesses ,16 17
Strong personalities can tolerate physical agorys often i t  serves 
to increase stubborn resistance. Bo matter whet the constitution 
o f the victim , physical torture fin a lly  leads to a protective loss 
o f consciousness# But to withstand mental torture leading to 
creeping mental breakdown demands an erven stronger personality.1?
One prisoner te s t ifie s , "The words ware mine • . . but the 
thoughts were theirs. That Is the hardest thing I  have to  explain! 
how a man can s it  down and write out something he knows is  fa lse , and 
y e t, to  sense i t ,  to  fe e l i t ,  and make I t  seem rea l.*18
Dr, Keerloo explains the techniques in hie book. They are
■^ -eerloo, £Q> ait,. p. 19. 
15IfcfcU. P* 29. 16% M "  P. 30.
17ihld. . p, 27. ^Ibid.. p. 20.
torture, hangar, drugs, persistent repetition , mantel conditioning, 
the ways in which they are used are most e ffe c tiv e , formidable, and 
practica lly irres is tib le .
In the deader1s dlgoat o f July, 1955• there is  the story o f 
John Says, an American Protestant missionary in  China, and his exper­
ience with brainwashing, Els was the typical wear-down. He was locked 
in a small room with very inadequate food, no books, frequent question­
ings which he mast answer with no explanation, and his answers were 
frequently misinterpreted, as he was not allowed to  speak in  Chinese. 
This was continued until he was at the breaking point. He fe lt  ready
i » ♦
to confess anything. The Ccsamunists made him a fin a l o ffe r , but John 
Kays spent the night before his fin a l answer in prayer. To him was 
fu lfille d  the promise, *X w ill give yesu a mouth o f wisdom, which a ll  
your adversaries shall not be able to  gainsay nor res is t.*1^
The next day before hie judges, he corrected his Interpreter, 
and was then allowed to  speak in Chinese on hie own behalf. He was a 
fascinating speaker, and as he explained his true position they 
listened. Be was led  back to his c e ll without knowing his fa te* but 
eventually they released him to  return to  America, and fiv e  of his 
judges were executed** 20
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*%uke 23.05.
20Fred«ric Sendem, J r ., "The Brainwashing o f John Stays,* 2i& 
Reader la  Qliasat. July, 1955, pp« 2?»32,
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xx. cobTL&jE m m i  * m s m
Carl Rogers, In his nondirective counseling techniques, goes to
ir'
the extreme in avoiding invasion o f the c lien t’ s mind. The personal 
worth o f the individual* and his human dign ity, are valued. The coon* 
sol or respects the c lien t’ s righ t to se lf-d irection  and his capacity 
to  work out hie problems* Thus Rogers sees the counselor* o rdLe as 
am of empathy and c la rifica tion .
I t  has also been uy experience that the more deeply he re lie s  
upon the strength and poten tia lity o f the c lien t, the mere deeply 
does ho discover that strength* I t  has seamed clear, from our 
c lin ica l experience as w ell as oar research, that when the coun­
selor perceives and accepts the c lien t as he is , when he lays 
aside a ll evaluations and enters into the perceptual frame of 
reference of the c lien t, he frees the c lien t to explore his l i f e  
experiences anew, frees him to perceive in  that experience new 
meanings and new goals, , • , To me i t  appears that only as tha 
therapist is  completely w illin g  that ary outcome, ary direction, 
may be chossn—only then does 1m  rea lise the v ita l strength of 
the capacity and poten tia lity o f the individual fo r constructive 
action.21
x. m vm am m
Considerable contemporary interest is  directed to  parapsychology, 
The term refers to  extrasensory experience. There are a number o f 
b e lie fs  to which tha word applies. Spiritualism, telepathy, existen­
tialism , and even orthodox Christianity a l l  have applications of para­
psychology. The emotional experiences o f certain religious denanlnaticxB, 
the reports o f Christians* seeing th eir deceased loved ones, the
h8.^C arl H, Rogers,
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"Divine encounter* at the ex is ten tia lis ts , a ll belong to  the rea ls o f 
parapsychology. But parapsychology la not a phenomenon originating 
with the B ril One. The Bible and the writings o f Mre. E llen 0. White 
give many examples o f the extrasensory. God speaks to the human heart 
with a redoe not audible. "And thine ears shall hear a word behind 
thee, saying, This 1® the way, walk ye in  I t ,  When ye turn to  the right 
hand, and Wien y® turn to the le ft * * 22 has nothing to do with the 
nerves o f hearing. “When Christ ascended to heaven, the sense of His 
preseme was s t i l l  with His followers. I t  was a personal presence, 
fu ll o f lo re  and l i g h t . * H e n o e f o r t h  through the S p irit, Christ was 
to  abide continually in  the hearts of His children. Their union with 
Bin was closer than when Is  was personally with them.*2**
A modern explanation o f Christian parapsychology is  given by Dr. 
Ernest White*
How does the S p irit guide men into truth! I t  seems to me that 
He works through the normal mental processes o f the individual.
He wearies through the intelligence and the emotional I l f s  with which 
He has endowed us. The Christian is  called upon to use to the fu ll 
the processes o f reasoning and capacity fo r  judgment which God haa 
given h l»i but these alone are not su ffic ien t. The S p irit operates 
a t a deeper le v e l, the le v e l o f the unconscious. Something more 
then en In tellectual process is  involved. There is  a process o f 
sp iritu al enlightenment originating above and beyond reason and 
raenifsating it s e lf  in sp iritual in tu ition . This intuition is  not 
the result of log ica l reasoning. I t  comes in  a flash , we hardQy 
know whence. I t  may come in the silence when we are alone with 
God, just as the s t i l l ,  small voice was heard by the prophet o f 
old . I t  rises into consciousness from the depths of our minds, and 
we know. fit are exhorted to  give a reason fo r  the hope that is  in 
us, but we did not acquire that hope simply on lo g ica l or national
2%saiah 30*21. ^ h i t e ,  p. 78, 2**Ibirf.. p, 80.
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grounds. B elie f often cows not a© the result o f reasoning about 
things bat by a process which cannot be accounted fo r  so lely on 
conscious grounds. Truth about sp iritual things is  often perceived 
by sp iritual intu ition quite apart from in tellectual reasoning. The 
sp irit in its  depths caw s into contact with the S p irit of God. -5
There are warnings to be observed in  the interpretation o f th is 
experience. One ie  to  beware o f impressions, and another is  to  be 
co ro fiil of the value placed on flig h t of fee lin g .
XX. CQSClflSIOS
4 ' *
There are way mind relationships that are necessary and beneficial. 
One cannot escape influence, and when the beet is  chosen, i t  can only 
prove a blessing. There are other relationships that are constantly or 
interm ittently present, bat that ca ll fo r individual adjustment to  them, 
such as the appeal of modern advertising, or the pressure o f a persua­
sive salesman. Domination, hypnotism, brainwashing, when employed to 
invade the human mind go beyond what is  morally righ t.
■»
The use o f medicine, and even hydrotherapy, in the treatment o f 
disease Is accomplished through the brain and the nervous system in 
much Of it s  application.
Parapsychology ie  another area of mind relations, and there is  
both righ t and wrong in the application of th is science. The work o f 
the Holy S p irit is  as much parapsychology as is  Spiritualism, but the 
f ir s t  originated with heaven and the second with an e v il s p ir it.2^
E rn e s t White, K.B., fiiaisUffin bite, sod 12k . faangfitaaa, P, HO.
Mt
■See Appendix C fo r further material on this chapter.
CHAPTEft IX
BOOT AHD HIND
Emphasis needs to bo placed open tha body and mind combination 
as wall as an tbs mind and body relationship. There are as many times 
when the body produces effset# on tbs mind, as times when the mind 
reproduces its sctlvltiee in body response* "Kind an body* and "body 
on mind® are both statements found in the writings of Kra* 'White*
That this aspect is really important la recognised thus* "Tha body i® 
the only medium through which the mind and soul are developed for the 
upbuilding of character."*
Tha Bible aleo recognises the importance of the body upon the 
mind* The Apostle Paul mentions the body first and then the mind 
afterwards when he writes to the Hawns* "I beseech you therefore• 
brethren, by the mercies of God, that ye present your bodies a living 
sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God, which is your reasonable service, 0 
Then he adds, "But be ye trsnsforaied, hy the renewing of your mind.* 2
I . ALL ILLNESS INVOLVES BOTH BOOK AND MIND
Bo one is i l l  without tha Involvement of the mind, even in a 
predominatingly body situation. Fewer arising from an infection brings 
on delirium. The Communists and Baals tortured the body to gain control 
of tha mind* 1
1 White, H i, p, 130* Romans 12«1, 2.
There Is mental adjustment to wake even to  0 bad odd* Thera 
are things anyone would rather do than spend a day or so in bed, or 
eras be about in  discomfort. Pain always involves mental tolerance.
The restrictions of d ie t, bed rest, disagreeable treatments, the pros­
tration , the physical inadequacy, a l l  tota l up in mantel attitudes and 
mental, as wall as physical, discomfort.
There are always uncertainties concerning outcomes, how long, 
hou such d isab ility , the disturbance of the liv in g  patterns, the urge 
o f responsib ilities, prospects o f gains that must be relinquished—a l l  
these can accompany acute, as w ell as chronic, illn ess . The despondency, 
the ir r ita b ility  suffered, the restlessness, the Insomnia, the stage 
when the patient is  too i l l  to care, and the time of convalescence with 
it s  restriction® , boredom, and worries, its  languor and exhaustion, 
a l l  these are marginal products of physical illn ess .
XI, CKRQHXC DISEASE
Acute disease may be quickly forgotten. But chronic disease®, 
such as diabetes, haart disease, rheumatic fever, cancer, and tubercu­
lo s is  ca ll fo r a reorientation o f the patient*® l i f e .  There is  the 
in it ia l upheaval o f adjustment—the le ttin g  go o f l i f e  as i t  has been 
known before, giving up hopes and ambitions, rearranging finances, and 
surrendering independence, completely in sows Instances, or to  «  lesser 
degree in others. There is  always the consideration of the future, 
sometimes dodbtfutL, and at other times more certain than hopeful.
Each disease w ill have Its  own reactions, and these w ill be
8b
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modified by the individuality of the sufferer. Diabetics know that 
they hare a lifetime of restricted diet, of social interference and job 
ad Just.-rant. It is also known that the disease gives at least sore 
reduction to life  expectancy. To accept a ll this requires considerable 
fortitude and grace.
Tuberculosis attacks the moot productive years, fifteen to 
thirty-five years, when the victim is just ready to lire or is enter­
ing the height of his career. Then to give one or two precious years 
of productivity to bed rest, followed by more years of care and uncar­
ts iaty oven after a successful cure, is hard to accept.
Cancer usually strikes later in life , but its hopelessness is 
more certain, its pain more difficult to endure. On® cancer patient 
m y  corasit suicide, feeling that it is the kindest thing to do to 
relieve loved ones of the long months of care and watching. Another 
may stoically accept the situation, living a normal life  as long as 
possible, and keeping up a happy front because it is the best for a ll 
concerned. Others m y  became fretful and unhappy, although this la 
not especially characteristic of cancer.
There are easpersetions in lessons learned end values gained 
from illness that are available from no other source, Suffering can 
perfect character or reveal its weakness.
m . Tiumtxc ILLNESS
When the body has been damaged or disfigured by accidents, a ll
the emotions and adjustments that ©an go with chronic illness sunt be
made, plus tha adjustment to  v is ib le  disfigurement or permanent handi­
cap. Then the long straight road ahead can be very dark. Often there 
are feeling® o f in ferio rity  to which the mind has a b ig  task to adjust. 
The mind Is  capable of snaking the body H I ,  but when the body makes the 
mind su ffer, the suffering can be intense. The crippled, the disfigured, 
the handicapped a ll have to  cu ltivate courage. There are those who do 
learn that l i f e  s t i l l  belongs to them, and that they belong to l i f e  and 
s t i l l  have a contribution to  make.
iv  • concision
Kind and body can fora one combinetion, and body and mind s t i l l  
another. Mental reactions to bodily disease or injury can be painful 
and d iffic u lt , but l i f e ,  with a ll  it s  mrsy p o ss ib ilities , s t i l l  belongs 
to  a ll*  Even suffering has its  compensations in fortitude and under­
standing..
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CHAPTER X
THE KINTAL ASPECTS OF CHRIST* S HEALINGS
Jesus ms prepared tgr personal experience fo r  His l i f e  work of 
dealing with sin  and suffering. One element with which He dealt was 
gu ilt* During the long years before He cam to earth, and ewer ainoe 
as w ell, gu ilt has been evaded in human philosophy. Both in  His personal 
experience and in  the approach Be made to His mission, His work is  
unique and sympathetic*
I. JESUS* PERSONAL PREPARATION FOK JUS SOT
Even during His childhood, Jesus was learning understanding and 
sympathy.
During a ll these secluded years Hie l i f e  flowed out in currents 
o f sympathy and helpfulness. Hie unselfishness and patient 
endurance, His courage and faithfu lness, His resistance to  tempta­
tion , Hie unfailing peace and quiet jcyfuLrass, were a constant 
inspiration. He brought a pure, sweet atmosphere into the home, 
and His l i f e  was as leaven working amidst the dements o f society* 
Hone said that He had wrought a miracles yet virtue—the healing, 
life -g iv in g  power o f lcve—went out from Him to the tempted, the 
sick, and the disheartened,1
Before entering His ministry He had already experienced personal
su ffering. In the wilderness of temptation He tod suffered human agony.
His human nature shrank from the con flic t that awaited Him* For 
fo rty  days fife fasted and prayed, klaak and emaciated from hunger, 
worn and haggard with mental agory, "Hie visage was so marred more 
than any men, and His form more than the sons o f men,*2
*White, ja , p. 350.
% h ite, J&, p, 218, The Scripture is  Isaiah 52*lh,
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A fter the fee had departed, Jesus f e l l  exhausted to  the earth, 
with the pallor o f death upon His face. The angels o f heaven had 
watched the con flic t, beholding their loved Coarwnder as He passed 
through inexpressible suffering to snake a way o f escape f  or os. He 
had endured the test, greater than we shall ever be called to 
endure# The angels now ministered to  the Son o f God, as He la y  
lik e  one dying<r
There ware aaiy t lines, no doubt* whan human su ffering was again 
fe l t  ty  Him* In  dealing with Judas, Mrs. White brings out th is idea, 
•Sty a fter day, when the burden lay  heaviest upon His own heart, He had 
boms the pain o f continual contact with that stubborn, suspicious, 
brooding s p ir it.
Jesus wept at Lazarus* grave* He shook with sorrow as He viewed 
Jerusalem and realised its  not-too-diotant fa te , Ho actual physical 
disease could touch His body, fo r  lie lived  in such perfect accord with 
the laws of l i f e ,  but He did su ffer mental reactions which expressed 
themselves in His physical being* Be was **a man of sorrows, and 
acquainted with g r ie f,*  that He might bear "our g r ie fs ,” and cany 
■oar sorrows.*5 *yor ue have not an high priest which cannot be 
touched with the feelings o f our in firm ities."^
i  • • - •<
I I .  QUILT AW  HT-ALI8G
"There is  a divinely appointed connection between sin and 
disease."7 sufferings of Jesus te s tify  that He, though innocent,
3 lb ld .. p. 131. **White, ££ ., p. 92.
^Isaiah 5 3 0 , ^Hebrews h*15.
‘’White, 5X, p. hhh.
was sharing with mankind the penalty o f sin . And His healings often 
dealt with gu ilt m3 sin. The restoration that Christ granted often 
Included the forgiveness of atn. The BlhOLe instruction to the church 
o f the Gospel dispensation includes forgiveness with divine healing,
" Is  ary sick among you* l e t  him ca ll fo r  the elders o f the church! ani 
l e t  than pray over him, anointing him with o il In the name of the Lord* 
end the prayer of fa ith  shall sav© the sick, end the Lord shall raise 
him npj end i f  he have committed sins, they shall be forgiven him.*8 9
I t  might be properly questioned, How does the forgiveness of sin 
figure in miraculous healing as I t  is  practiced at the present timet 
And i t  could be answered that asst, In place o f seeking forgiveness, 
have sought out many, many ways of ignoring g u ilt . There were gods 
among the ancients* wicked gods. Immoral gods, benign gods# vague gods, 
far-away gods, and even an "Unknown God," In  the worship of these gods 
there was no recognition of gu ilt and no forgiveness o f sin. The 
Apostle Paul was acquainted with Greek philosophy, and I t  Is  Paul’ s 
writings that treat more thoroughly and d irectly the subject o f con­
science than do the works; o f ary other Bible writer.^
There have been mxy systems of philosophy .and ethics In la te r  
time®, and In none of them, except the Hebrew-Chrlstian system, is  
gu ilt admitted and completely cured. Rationalism, the descendant o f 
Greek philosophy, reasoned Its  way through on Its  own power—caking the
8James 5*1^ 15.
9C83& f .  H. Heroy, SfariaSAK! &U&S&* P* 51^ .
human Kind ultimate* Naturalise, o f which Pantheism Is  one fora, dis­
seminates God through a l l  nature, «s  an all-pervading good. Kan, thus, 
includes himself as a part o f God, There are several forms of Hedonism: 
the Qyrenics with their goal o f pleasure fo r  the present, the Epicureans, 
who aimed more rea lis tica lly  at what would give the most pleasure in 
the long run* Jereny Ben than* and John Stewart M ill wont so fa r as to
admit the Golden Rule into their D tilitarianlsn. But a l l  o f these
_ '• ' ' 4 
ignored the Bible teaching of guilt and restitution. Among the p d lit i-
cal Haturallets, gu ilt is  the farthest removed in  their theory that
might makes righ t, Nietzsche created the superman and Karl Marx was
the exponent o f modern Socialism* Kant, Who taught a kind o f morality
in the fora o f vfoat man ought to  do, conceived of no sin and no gu ilt.
Guilt finds no place In the theoay of s tr ic t  evolution, fo r  man is
becoming bettor and better according to that teaching. The Pragmatism
o f John Dewey, also appearing in mary other forma o f philosophy, makes
right dependent upon experience and custowt thus moral standards became
flex ib le  and re la tive , “When a l l  ethical reference is  depleted as
merely fin ite  and re la tive , the notion of decisive condemnation mast
be swept away,"1^
The ex isten tia lists gainsay gu ilt when they accept as the only 
revelation a personal disclosure o f God. Calvlnistic determinism 
weakens gu ilt. The Roman Catholic Church lessens gu ilt In it s  confession 
to  a human being, in the doctrine o f pensnos. and in tb© claim to have 10
102k& .. P. 509.
charged the fen CoBnandmenta. Thus men in a hundred ways evade gu ilt. 
They are pleasure-madi they are absorbed in getting gain* they create 
their cur. moral world. Men. in thair e ffo r t  to ignore gu ilt, degrade
man to the leve l of a highly developed an lm l, or, on the other hand, 
elevate their own eotspetsnce to dismiss the need of God. Men excuse
gu ilt, they rationalise i t  away, and they blame others fo r  their gu ilt. 
They take every way but the right way.11
Conscience, in ocnfcenporaiy l i f e ,  is  a foundling. Its  paternity 
is  questioned, it s  existence annoying, its  deassnds fo r attention 
and responsibility burdensome. The dilemma of madam civ iliaa tion  
could indeed stem from the fa ilure of influential thinkers to 
support the Christian view of conscience. Modem thought, in torn, 
quite easily relegates the foundling to complete abandonment.* 12
The world of htraan decision and relations is  a fa llen  world in 
revolt against the holy w ill  of the Creator-Gcrf, the image o f God 
is  eullied. Man is  a moral rebel who le  threatened with Divine 
wrath*
This fundamental premise places the Christian interpretation of 
the moral l i f e  in direct opposition to sin-concealing views. I t  
gives no quarter to pantheistic and idea lis tic  notions that the 
whole of rea lity  is  made up of an indestructible good* B tb llca lly- 
revealed ethics dismisses as shallow a l l  evaluations o f the ethical 
situation which hesitate to view sin, death, and Satan as determina­
tive  categories. Tolerance of depthless views of the moral predica­
ment In sin would only give birth to equally superficial views of 
nan's deliverance. Christianity clearly points out the moral , 
divorce o f God and mn, Ikjconcilistian is  man's meet desperate need.
3%hll© i t  is  true that psychiatry deals with gu ilt, i t  is  not 
In the same way that Christianity deals with i t .  Dr. Ernest White, a 
Christian psychiatrist, says: " I t  appears to me that psychology hae no 
satisfactory answer to the problem of guilt* I t  may bring r e l ie f  by 
confession and by the release of emotion accompanying I t ,  but i t  cannot 
bring peace and assurance of forgiveness. The doctrine o f forgiveness 
which Christianity has to o ffe r  can end does rid people of gu ilt and
sets them free from its  bondage.* White, ££• &JU«> P» 156.
12ffemsy, m * fill., p« 509. *3Ibid., p, 1 7 2.
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Jestxs cam© to seek and to  save that which was los t* In His 
ministry He placed sin and gu ilt and conscience in their right relation 
to  man's condition* and then He applied the true remedy—His dm salva­
tion. When He case He found that
The deception of sin had reached its  height. A ll the agencies 
fo r  depraving the souls of men had been put in operation, the Son 
o f God* looking upon the world* beheld suffering and misery. With 
pity Ha saw bow men had become victims of Satanic cruelty. He 
looked with compassion upon those who were being corrupted* murdered, 
end lo s t. They had chosen a ruler who chained them to his car as 
captives. Bewildered and deceived, they were moving on in gloacy 
procession toward eternal ruin—to death in which there is  no hope 
of l i f e *  toward night to which cones no morning. Satanic agencies 
were incorporated with men. The bodies of human beings, mads fo r 
the dwelling-placs o f God, had become the habitation of demons.
The senses* the nerves, the passions* the organs of men* were worked 
by supernatural agencies in the indulgence of the v ile s t  lust. The 
very stamp of demons was impressed upon the countenances o f men.
Human faces reflected the expression of the legions of e v il  with 
which thqr were possessed. Such was the prospect upon which the 
world'a Bedeemer looked, fefoat a spectacle fo r In fin ite  Purity to 
beheld F *
This was the picture of gu ilt that faced the Son of Man as He 
took upon Himself man's restoration. "By His humanity Christ touched 
humanityi by His d iv in ity, He lays hold upon the throne of Ood.*1^
I I I .  EXAMPLES Of JESUS' OJDiBSTAHBIHG
"The Saviour made each work o f healing an occasion fo r  implant­
ing divine principles in the mind and soul.*1^ A ll o f His healing was 
a ministry to both mind and body* an occasion to reach the soul.
^ ^ h ite , J&, p. 36. ^Xhld. .  p. 2b. 
X^ h ite *  P. 20.
Three adulterous woman are recorded as haring received healing
from Jesus—the woman o f Samaria* Mary Kagdalem, and the woman taken
in  adultery. For these women Christ had no condemnation. Re led them
to see their flirt and to accept restoration,
Wherever there existed a sense of mod# there He saw opportunity 
fo r uplifting. Souls tempted, defeated, feeling themselves lo e t , 
ready to perish, He met* not with denunciation, bet with blessing. 
* * *
In every human being Be discerned in fin ite  possib ilities . . * . 
LocJdag upon them with hope, Ha Inspired hope. Meeting them with 
confidence. He inspired trust. '
These are examples of His greatest miracles. "In  the uplifting
o f this fa llen  soul £the woman taken in adultery], Jesus performed a
greater miracle than in healing the most grievous disease,**®
Kajy Magdalen© had bean delivered from seven devils# and at
1 <•
another time in Christ’ s ministry He healed two roadmen at Osdara from 
demons that called themselves “Logical." When the e v il sp ir its  l e f t  
them, Jesus spent a l i t t l e  time with thorn. The swineksepers, whose 
herds received the devils and plunged into the sea, had gone to the
c ity  and returned with some of the populace* who requested Jesus to'
leave their territory .
Rot only was this a healing of mind and body, but Jesus went 
even farther and provided fo r  their rehabilitation in the to llin g  o f 
their experience to their cam people, the healing o f the demoniacs
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*7White, M*# PP* 79-80# 
“ * !> «• . flit. P- *&!.
had occurred early In the morning, and that sane day Jeans recrossed
\
the lake, and found on the opposite shore a multitude to receive Him*
A fter teaching and healing fo r a time, He l e f t  to  attend • feast 
at the home of Leri Matthew. I t  was while at Matthew’ s home that He 
was found by Jairuc, who cane to Him from the death chamber o f his l i t t l e  
daughter. On the way to Jairus’ home Jesus encountered • woman who had 
been i l l  twelve years. So physician could help her* A l i t t l e  considera­
tion reveals more than is  d irectly stated in the simple narrative. This 
woman, according to the ceremonial law, was u n c l e a n She might not 
attend the synagogue, but she had heard of Jesus and His many miracles, 
and concluded that i f  she could but touch the hem of Hie garment, she 
would be cured. Bren this she was ceremonially forbidden to do, but she 
must hare heard how He w illin gly  touched eren lepers. Luke te lls  the 
story from the standpoint of a physician. He stresses the hopelessness 
o f the ease and her economic bankruptcy. I t  is  Mark who Includes the 
fact that she had suffered many things o f many physicians, while she 
only grew worse. Luke did not implicate his fellow  physicians. He 
justified  them with the hopelessness o f the case.
I f  this woman were treated by present-day methods, she would be 
given s blood-building d ie t, put on medications that would overcome 
her anemia, and probably son* endocrine preparation would be prescribed, 
along with some potent vitamins. She would b® given blood transfusions, 
and surgery probably would complete the cure. Instead of her being
^Leviticus 15.
considered a sinner, her friends would v is i t  her in the hospital, her 
room would be f i l le d  with laving offerings o f flowers, end her husband 
would pay the b i l l ,  There would be no long years o f hopelessness and 
loneliness. But these methods, too, are outcomes of the love that 
Jesus shed on this dark, sinful world.
Bat in Jesus* tine a woman like this s t i l l  had more prdbleias. 
According to the rabbinical law she was divorced from her husband. She 
was stigmatised fey society, and ©be was a sinner. But Jesus met these 
problems too, and provided fo r her rehabilitation by giving her hope 
and confidence. She would never forget the moment when His power 
thrilled  through her body, nor His words, "Daughter, be o f good comfortl 
thy fa ith  hath made time whole."20
In the meantime Jairus was waiting. The condition o f his daughter 
was c r it ic a l,  S3**» fee l e f t  home to find Jesus, she was at the point of 
death. Jesus had started promptly, but Be was delayed fey the crowd and 
then fey this woman. A messenger brings the news that the child is  
dead, and adds the suggestion, "Trouble not the Master." But Jesus 
pressed on and reached the deathbed of the l i t t l e  g ir l .
Than He spoke, and said, "Maiden, arise." That may be,in soma 
senses, perfectly accurate translation, and ye t, as a matter o f 
fa ct, I t  has missed something of in fin ite  beauty. Mark te lls  us 
that He said, "Talithe coal." Mow that is  not Greek* i t  is  not 
Hebrew, but i t  is  Aramaic. I t  was the language almost unquestion­
ably of His home, the common language of the ccmuon fo lk , in the 
common things o f l i f e .  We render the saying with supposed dignity 
as "Damsel, arise," Bet us look at i t  a l i t t l e  carefully. The
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Matthew 9*22.
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word, "Talltha," la diminutive, I t  means " t i t t le  lank,* I t  » a  • 
word o f in fin ite  lore and tenderness, t© are looking and listen ing, 
and m see God manifest in the flesh put His hand* the hand that 
guides and governs the movement of a l l  worlds, open the dead hand 
o f a l i t t l e  lass ie , and we hear Him ca ll her, " t i t t l e  lawb.* With 
this address He ottered the word of authoritative command, "Arise.*23-
Whan the child opened her eyes, whale and well, Jesus presented 
her to  her parents, and remembered her immediate need. He told them to 
give her something to eat.
When sin entered the world, gu ilt figured in the destruction o f 
the physical powers, and in Christ* a healings there were those whose 
liv e s  ware haunted by the consciousness o f sin. To these especially, 
Jesus was a messenger of mercy, not only with healing, but with the 
assurance of aim  forgiven. The paralytic le t  down frees the rooftop, 
the man healed at the Pool o f Bethssda, the lepers* whose very disease 
was a symbol of sin, the devil-possessed, impotent even to request 
healing from Him—a l l  these were healed of sin as wall ss of disease. 
Jesus* healings could make men whole.
17* COKCLUSIOH
To make His ministry e ffec tive , Christ Himself had undergone
suffering in  the wilderness, end there are many evidences recorded of
%■ ;
an inner l i f e  o f emotional keenness. Jest©* work was unique, because 
He went to the root o f disease, back to Its  original cause as i t  came 
about In Eden. Be ministered to the whole being—body, mind, and soul.
a G, Campbell Morgan, £j& £XS&± Physician, pp. 166-6?.
He entered into the whole circumstances, sometimes including a measure 
o f rehabilitation. There were wide implications in Ills ministry. Sin 
had reached Its  lim its* Satan claimed both niind and body in the diseases 
he imposed upon man. His victims were so hopelessly entangled that only 
divine power could break through arri set them free .
How different ere Jesus* methods and Els understandings from 
those of the greatest human minds I Outside Christianity mm's e ffo rts  
at gaining the bast in  mental ministry are to  find a way around its
5
csuse—eln and gu ilt. The gentle words o f Jesus forgave sin and 
Cleansed the s o d . *U »y  are suffering from the maladies o f the soul 
more than from diseases of the body, and they find no r e l ie f  until they 
cams to Christ, the wellspring of l i f e . * 22 The same forgiveness and 
the same cleansing are s t i l l  available In Him,
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CHAPTER n
JDRAL KESTOHSiaiLIIX IN KIND AND BOOT RELATIONSHIPS
Placing moral responsibility fo r raird-toody relationships and 
their outcomes involves a largo number o f factors such aa the
i
individual* a capacities, his physical inheritance, the environment, 
and the demands made upon him.
I .  mmcnLTiBs in  mwn’jm m  horal responsibilot
When Christ healed a man beam blind, His disciples asked Him 
who had sinned, this man or his parents, Jesus placed no responsi­
b i l i t y ,  At times even physicians arc unable to understand a l l  the 
mechanisms of a disease. Causes are often d ifficu lt  to search out. 
Dr, Shayock says*
There is  a fa ir ly  large percentage o f cases of so-called 
"functional* or psychogenic disease, however, in which i t  is 
d ifficu lt*  i f  not Impossible, to discover any emotional factor 
which seems to have been responsible fo r  the production o f tbs 
disease. The disease i t s e l f  is  the type which results from an 
imbalance of the autonomic nervous system but inquiry into the 
patient’ s history fa ils  to reveal a precipitating emotional 
factor. I t  may be properly assumed in these cases that, fo r 
one reason or another, the hypothalamus is  functioning abnor­
mally.1
I I .  INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES
Individual differences are recognized in mental a b ility , 
physical appearance, mechanical performance, and in a l l  other areas
•^Harold Shayock, H,D,, "Psychobiology,* Chap, 2, p, 10, (Mim­
eographed .)
o f human a b ility  and behavior, end these too are to be taken into con­
sideration in moral responsibility.
Jesus, our advocate, ie  acquainted with a ll the circumstances 
with which we are surrounded, and deals with us according to the 
ligh t we have had, and the circumstances in which we are placed. 
Some have a much better organisation than others. While sow are 
continually harassed, a fflic ted , and in trouble, because & their 
unhappy tra its of character, haring to war with Internal foes and 
the corruption of their nature, others hare not half so much to 
battle against* They pass along almost free from d ifficu lt ie s  
which their brethren and sisters who are not so favorably organised, 
are laboring under. In re iy  many cases they do not labor half so 
hard to overcome and l i r e  the l i f e  of a Christian as do some of 
those unfortunate ones I  have rcentlowed. The la tte r  appear to 
disadvantage almost erexy time, while the former appear much better, 
because i t  is  natural fo r  them so to do. They may not labor half 
so hard to watch arc! keep the body under, yet at the same time they 
compare their lives  with the lives  of others who are unfortimately 
organised and badly educated, and fla tte r  themselves with the con­
trast.2
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H I .  SATA!? HAS A PART IN ILLNESS
The eneay is to be reckoned with in accounting fo r  illness. Even 
the White family suffered illness and death. Mrs. White herself was
often a fflic ted . God allowed Job to suffer, and he is  described as a
. <■
perfect man.
I  saw that the ersesy w ill contend either for the usefulness or 
the l i f e  o f the godly, and w ill try to mar their peace as long as 
they l iv e  in this world. But his power is  lim ited. He may cause 
the furnace to be heated, but Jesus and angels w ill watch the 
trusting Christian that nothing may be consumed but the dross. The 
f ir e  kindled hy Satan can have no power to destroy or hurt the true 
metal.3
Death is  the sentence pronounced upon a ll humankind. As long as
^ h ite , ZL* PP* 7**~75. ^White, IX . P. 309
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there is  sin there w ill be death, and i f  death, there w ill  be sickness,
and in a ll  sickness the mental state Is a part. Either somatic or
psychosomatic disease can be a hereditary potential} both can come
about through ignorance, as well as w illfu l disregard o f natural law.
In a world fu ll  of sin, disease and death must exist.
The Christian who manifests patience and cheerfulness under bereave­
ment and suffering, who meets even death Its e lf with the peace and 
calmness o f an unwavering fa ith , may accomplish fo r  the gospel more 
than he could have effected by a long l i f e  o f fa ith fu l labor.
IT . STATUS OF MORAL RESP0NSI3ILHX
What* then, Is  the real status of moral responsibility? Should 
i t  not consist of what i t  is  possible for or» to know to prevent both 
organic and psychosomatic disease"? Surely i t  is  c la rified  in the follow­
ing statement by Mrs. Whites
They lmen and womenj need to be impressed with the fact that a l l  
their powers of mind and body are the g i f t  of God, and are to be 
preserved in the best possible condition far service.*
L ife  is  a h&y trust, which God alone can enable us to keep, and 
to use to His gLoxy. But He who formed the wonderful structure o f 
the body w ill take special care to keep i t  in order i f  men w ill 
not work at cross-purposes with Him.®
Dr. Raymond H ill says, *Wise, Indeed, is  the man who understands 
that he is  a hyperpara sympathetic nervous system reactor.* In further
developing the subject he goes on to explains
In the hyperperasympathetic reactor the mental adaptation to 
environmental stress and strain, whether real or imaginary, causes
^ h it e , ZiSL Afita sL XXvl itoffiaUaa> p.
^Whlte, Jfi» p. 130. ^Wfeite, £ L  p. 379.
the stomach to secrete digestive juices, Increase I ts  blood supply, 
and go into muscular spasms, though no food is  in the stomach. 
Because this Is a disturbance of the automatic controlling mech­
anism, i t  1k not under voluntary mental control, hence the produc­
tion of stomach symptoms, whether he wants them or not. • • *
In my opening paragraph X said, "Wise, indeed, is  the man who 
understands that he is  a hyperparasympathetic nervous system 
reactor." Kay I  add* Wiser is  he i f  he understands that i t  la not 
what happens, but his attitude toward i t ,  that makes him fe d  the 
way he fe d s .  This is  especially true in the production of stomach 
ulcer, with its  accompanying symptoms. Wisest is  he i f  he under­
stands that the development o f a Christian character—with its  hope 
its  fa ith , its  attitude toward adversity, its  source o f power, as 
characterised in the Sermon on the mount—can modify the reaction 
and goals of the individual who espouses i t .
this fact is  easy to talk about and re la tive ly  easy to under­
stand—but hard to apply. Yet therein l ie s  the real prevention of 
stomach ulcers. Dullness of understanding necessitates the con­
tinued use of drugs fo r symptomatic r e l ie f ,  this either sedates 
the brain to control anxiety and tension, blocks the transmission 
o f parasympathetic nerve impulses to the stomach to modify its  
function, or neutralizes the excessive output of gastric juices.?
Dr. Clarence Dale also explains moral responsibility in nervous 
conditions.
In conclusion, we can assert that nervousness can be avoided or 
corrected. Ieoh one should analyse his own situation and approach 
i t  from the viewpoint o f preventing causes and breaking the vicious 
cycles that are lik e ly  to occur. Obviously, those who claim the 
divine promises for help in the many distresses of l i f e  have a 
great advantage in overcoming nervousness.®
I t  w ill be found, however, that, lik e  sanctification, right men­
tal habits are "not the work of a moment, on hour, or a day."^ *9
^Raymond H ill ,  M.D., "Ulcers—& Disease of Modern L ife ,"  Review 
and HeraLd. Isay 1?, 1956, P. Id .
^Clarence Dale, K.D., "Must I  Be Nervous?" ftgyjfiM s a l MfUKdd* 
June 2, 1955* P* 1&»
9Whlte, OX, p. 3*»0.
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7. WHERE RESP0MSXBIL1TX BEGINS
Consecration, or what Is thought to be consecration, can be 
Bade without a very viv id  Idea of the parts Involved, Paul speaks of 
the "whole sp ir it and soul and body* being "preserved blameless. "10 *In
his le t te r  to the Homans he admonishes them,
I  beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies o f God, that 
ye present your bodies e liv in g  sacrifice , holy, acceptable unto 
God* which Is your reasonable service. And be not conformed to 
this world* but be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind, 
that ye may prove what Is that good, and acceptable, and perfect, 
w ill o f God.11
In speaking of consecration, l i t t l e  emphasis Is placed, often, on the
t
body. The w ill ,  the heart, the In te llec t, are called fo r , but Paul 
puts the body in f ir s t  place, waking i t  the vehicle of the mind.
Those who put their trust In Christ are not to be enslaved fcy 
ary hereditary or cultivated habit or tendency. Instead o f being 
held In bondage to the lower nature, they are to rule every appetite 
and passion.1*
By steadfastly keeping the w ill on the Lord*s side, every emotion 
w ill be brought into captivity to the w ill o f Jesus. You w ill then 
find your feet on solid rock. I t  w ill take, at times, every par­
t ic le  of willpower whieh you possess, but i t  Is God that is working 
tor you, and you w ill come forth from the molding process a vessel 
unto honor
71. CONCLUSIONS
Whan drawing conclusions affecting moral responsibility, I t  must 
be recognised from the material presented in this chapter, along with
101 Ihessalonlans £i23. ^Romans 12*1, 2.
ia Whlte, $H, p. 1?5. ^White, S3L> P» 51*.
what has been discussed in preceding chapters, that many factors are 
to be taken into consideration. These are presented in  the following 
condlusionsi
1, Human beings are bora with the capacity to make emotional 
responses. Before sin entered, these responses ministered to the 
happiness of mankind, but when sin added tr ia ls  and sorrows, g r ie f, 
anxiety, and gu ilt, nsan*s nervous system was burdened with new adjust­
ments, These changes are necessarily f e l t  by every human being, thus 
making possib ilities of psychosomatic disease the normal inheritance 
o f a l l .  I f  death is  the "wages o f sin ,*14 then part of the wages of 
sin is  sickness,
2, Moral responsibility may be impossible to place as fa r as 
human understanding is concerned. Evan physicians oarrnot always deter­
mine the cause o f either psychosomatic or organic disease. Than, many 
hereditary factors are impossible to deal with, Even Christ did not 
place blame when He healed the man who was born blind. Although He 
knew the whole long train o f causes and e ffects . He did not reveal i t  
to  His disciples when they asked Him who had sinned, the man or his 
parents,
3, Good men, lik e  Job, have suffered, "There ms none lik e  him 
in a l l  the earth, a perfect and an upright man.*1^  Even Christ, the 
Great Healer, was "a man of sorrows, and acquainted with g r i e f a n d  
He eventually died a psychosomatic death.
icemans 6:23* ^Job lt8 , *%saiah 53*3*
b. The mental element Is common to a l l  disease. Even Christians 
cannot escape i t .
5. There are great variations among Individuals—soma with fa r 
more sensitive nervous systems than others, and thus more susceptible 
to maladjustments and functional disease.
6. Many tension-bearing situations are inevitable, and may ca ll 
fo r more nervous stab ility  than soma individual possess. Some persons, 
too, are called upon to bear, above others, wear and tear on the nervous 
syste-. There are times when legitimate demands are made upon individuals 
which cannot be ignored, even at the expense of physical damage.
7. Environment plays a constant part in mental health, but the 
early environment, before the individual has developed the maturity to 
direct his own l i f e ,  has already been most important in shaping the 
capacity to deal with frustration.
8. I t  mast be recognised that there are individual differences 
in moral responsibility. The Information possessed, or the information 
passible to gain, figures in moral responsibility.
9. In  some minds there seems to be an element of stigma attached 
to mind-caused diseases, while the sufferer who vio lates natural laws 
may be more easily excused, though ha brings physical ailments upon 
himself. Both have violated God*s laws, both are suffering, and both 
bear responsibility proportionate to their opportunities to know and to 
choose,
10. While there are same causative factors that favor the 
development of psychosomatic illnesses that are beyond the personal
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responsibility of the one concerned, there are other contributing 
factors for which he is  responsible. Among them are undue anxiety, 
worry, jealousy, and a l l  other forms of self-centeredness, which belong 
to the long l i s t  of causes of neurotic diseases.
11* the Christian has resources beyond those which ere known to 
those who do not hare access to the power o f Christ. I t  is  the duty 
o f the Christian to include his body as well as the w ill and In te llec t 
in his consecration to Cod, and then he need not carry a burden of 
guilts Christ forgives his sins, the Christian my bring his problems 
to One whose Word is f i l le d  with "exceeding great and precious promises* 
that ye might become partakers o f the divine nature, having escaped the 
corruption that is  in the world through lu st.*1?
12. Emotional growth is  gradual j i t  takes a lifetim e to perfect, 
and there are possib ilities past spy human attainment. "A ll who would 
be worker;- fo r  God must strive fo r  perfection of every organ and quality 
©f mind."18
the love which Christ diffuses through the whole being is  a 
v ita liz in g  power. Every v ita l part—the brain, the heart, the 
nerves—i t  touches with healing, By i t  the highest energies of the 
being are roused to a ctiv ity . I t  Xrese the soul from the gu ilt and 
forrow, the anxiety and care, that crush the l i f e  forces. With i t  
come serenity and composure. I t  implants in the soul joy that 
nothing earthly can destrey,— jqy in the Holy S p irit,—health-giving, 
life -g iv in g  joy.
X?Z Peter Hk, l^White, SQL* P. 330. 
^w h ite , m* ?. H5.
CHAPTER XII
SUMMAKT AND RECQMK8JTDATI0NS
I .  SDHKAHX
1* Long before organic disease appeared, gu ilt, anxiety, sorrow, 
and fear began to "break down the l i f e  forces, and to  Invite decay and 
death.*1
2. These emotional developments that had introduced physical 
breakdown to the human race culminated In the death of Christ, a death 
due to both mental and physical suffering.
3, Involved in mind and body are both physiological and psycho­
log ica l mechanisms. Particularly important are the nervous system and 
the endocrine system. Among other things, health depends upon a balance 
between the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system functioning. 
Good functioning of the endocrine glands Is also a part o f health.
k. Emotions are closely bound up with the autonomic nervous 
system and are also related to the activ ities  of the endocrine glands. 
Emotional experiences a lter both organic functions and body chemistry.
5, Homeostasis or constancy of bodily Integrity la essential to 
physical well-being. Too groat or too long variations In this status 
quo become serious or even fa ta l.
6. There are certain constant psychological needs—security,
iWhite, M , p. 2^ 1
lo re , self-esteem, se lf-rea lisation . Good adjustment, personal happi­
ness, and even physical well-being are bound up In the fu lfillm ent of 
these needs, so that they become physiological as well as psychological,
7, Even prenatal l i f e  is  affected by enviroment, limited as 
i t  Is , A fter birth the food the mother provides, the lore and accept­
ance she gives, the veiy  atmosphere In which the l i t t l e  one develops, 
are the responsibility of the mother above everyone e lse.
3, Before the child Is capable of any moral responsibility of 
hie own, the parents have done much to form his conscience or superego 
—a v ita l part o f the child* s moral discipline,
9, The kind of discipline the home supplies—directive disci­
pline, or discipline that is negligent, over indulgent, or domineering— 
w ill t a l l  on the future l i f e  of the child both mentally and physically. 
The home influence goes farther than any la ter force brought to  bear 
upon the child in the development of good or poor adjustment#,
10, As a child matures, more influences are brought into his 
l i f e ,  (a ) The school and its  teacher, playmates, and lesson materiel, 
(b ) The leve l o f the culture in which he liv es , with its  mores, (c )
His contact with religion and what i t  is made to mean to him, (d ) hater 
the job, with a l l  its  agreeable and disagreeable features, its  com­
panionships, and the demands i t  makes.
11, Environment never ceases to cast it s  influence on the l i f e .  
Even in old age there are s t i l l  emotional needs to be met, s t i l l  mind 
and body relationships which operate. Intellectual, emotional, and 
spiritual growth can continue to the end of l i f e .
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12. A few diseases are hereditary* some are prenatal, but most 
are acquired. However, the type of constitution Inherited does much
to determine tbs future resistance or susceptibility to certain diseases. 
Psychosomatic disease has to do with the balance between the two parts 
at the autonoraic nervous system, the kind of endocrine system inherited 
and the constitutional adequacy of the individual.
13. The capacity to learn is a provision that goes with the 
freed®’, of man. Learning Is the result of environment and the way i t  
Is appropriated by the Individual and those responsible tor him,
14. Eight thinking is  one source o f resistance to disease, both 
physical and psychogenic. I f  that wnich f i l l s  the phenomenal fie ld  is  
self-reference in the form o f anxieties, discontent, discouragements, 
hurts, self-depreciation, resentments, there can be no mental health.
I f  in the fie ld  at reference there Is objeetivenass, Inspiration, kindly 
thoughts of others, and above e l l ,  a consciousness of Christ's presence, 
there w ill be mental health. Reformation in thinking may require 
decision, time, diligence, but the endeavor is  worthwhile. During the 
early l i f e ,  parents can do much to help a child form good habits of 
thinking. Happiness is  particularly important to  a child.
15. Ho one can escape influence, but when i t  becomes possessive 
I t  has exceeded its  legitimate sphere. Radio, television , po lities , 
advertising, salesmanship are continually assaulting the consciousness, 
and to be unaware of these pressures o f mass media is to become their 
victim . Domination is a form of mind control, as are hypnotism and 
brainwashing. In these invasions of the individual*s mental processes
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th© moral lim it has been exceeded. Mind control Is  wrong because I t  
lw o lres  the w ill j  I t  gives human control the place that should be 
yielded to God. I f  another has the mind under his control, divine 
Influences are crowded out.
16. Many drugs act on the nervous system. Their use ca lls fo r 
discrimination, especially when they *ot on the w ill or are potential 
fo r  dependence.
i f ,  For the time o f trouble yet to  come, tools are already 
formed for mental torture and mind control. Then the promises w ill be 
needed, " I f  ye drink any deadly thing, i t  w ill not hurt you."2 And 
surely the promises can be extended to  the use o f hypodermic poisons, 
even though they were not In existence when the promise was given. As 
with John Hays, when he was the victim of the Chinese Communists, Cod’ s 
people can have words given them when they must answer their enemies.
18. Tbs subject o f parapsychology offers both right and wrong 
uses. While the extrasensory can be concerned with Spiritualism, 
hypnosis, and other objectionable b e lie f a, i t  also applies to the soul's 
relation to God.
19. In Christ's time sin and disease had reached a climax.
Christ not only healed disease, but He set in motion influences that 
have reached to the present time. From Adam to Christ and from Christ 
to the present time, gu ilt hee figured in nan's experience. Guilt is 
mentally uncomfortable. I t  is  a contributing factor in physical
%ark 16*18
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disease. Hen have discovered their own waya o f dealing with gu ilt* 
but they ere illo g ica l and ineffective ways. When Christ came, He 
recognised gu ilt a« a causative factor in disease. He could say, "Go, 
and sin no more,* and *Tiy sins be forgiven.* Sven though sin was 
offensive to Him, and even though He combined the forgiveness of sin 
with many of His miracles of healing, He withheld condemnation from 
those with whom He dealt. He made them fe e l His help, not Hi* d is­
approval.
20. The question of moral responsibility In mind-caused 
diseases has many facets. There can be interpretation, Individual 
differences in responsibility, environmental pressures, different 
opportunities fa r knowledge. As long as sin and death reign there must 
be sickness. Much the same personal responsibility exists for organic 
disease as fo r  psychosomatic disease, lith s r  one may result from 
overwork, and whether the overwork has precipitated a heart attack or 
a nervous breakdown, the moral responsibility is  the same. Wrong 
eating has its  mental e ffects , but whether its  results are psychosomatic 
or physical disease in no way lessens moral responsibility.
n .  HBMWBKTXCKS
Besides the more extensive research that could be dona on the 
subject o f mind and body, there are other areas of psychology which 
could p ro fit by study of Mrs. White* s writings. Some of these might 
be lis ted  as fellows*
1, Child psychology. Present-day concepts would find abundant
I l l
2. Individual differences. Mental capacity is measured by IQ 
tests. There are scattered statements that c la r ify  these concepts. 
These statements, i f  brought together, would make a profitable study.
3, Human relations. There is  abundant material accessible fo r 
the study of this topic. Some illuminating viewpoints on counseling 
would also be discovered in this connection.
b. Psychology, This subject is  Satan1* chosen way of ensnaring 
the la s t generations, according to Mrs. White, Discovering the ways 
In which he uses i t  to  his advantage would make a worthwhile study.
corroboration in these writings. Some modifications might also appear.
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APPSNUIXSS
APPESOTE A
results of m a x  environment
Personality differences ere marked during wen the f i r s t  year 
o f l i f e *  Sam varieties  are, no doubt, dependent upon bareditaty 
factors, but the influence of environment appears to be tressendous.
To earns, the suggestion that social experiences o f babies vary greatly 
way be surprising, because we tend to think of a l l  babies as liv in g  
such simple lives  that differences in experience would be reduced to  
a minimum.
In a study of 100 one-year-old babies that was undertaken fo r  
another purpose, an informal record was kept o f each baby’ s emotional 
reactions to a situation in which he was encouraged to do something 
which required considerable e ffo r t  on bis part* Some of the observa­
tions are outlined in the fallowing excerpts. . , •
Emily at the age of am year was a good-natured, healthy* happy 
baby, essentially normal in physical development. When brought into 
the laboratory she responded happily to strangers and seemed inclined 
to invite them to  fr o lic  with her# Emily was placed upon the f l e w  
. . .  and a tcy which she liked was placed beyond her reach. She 
looked at the lay, Immediately pulled her forces together, and reached 
fo r  i t  in a vigorous, a lert way. She was placed in such a position 
that she had to climb over a four-inch bridge in order to reach ary 
o f the toy® she wanted. She accepted the situation amiably, looked 
at the experimenter, end at her mother, and then with a great e f fo r t  
climbed opm the bridge and down again, reached the tcy and seized i t  
laughingly. • • •
Julie presents an interesting contrast. When she was brought 
to the laboratory she dung to her mother, although she did not cry 
when strangers approached her. She went Into the experimental roam 
quite w illin gly  and was placed upon the floo r with a toy just beyond 
her reach. Julie looked at the tcy and immediately her l ip  began to 
quiver. She reached a pathetic l i t t l e  hand to her mother, turned 
appealingly to her, whimpered, and waited for her mother to come to 
her rescue. . * .
Anne was a different kind of l i t t l e  person. She was serious 
and undemonstrative while in the c lin ic , She l e f t  ter mother without 
a protest and went with the examiner into the experimental room, 
although ter mother followed. When Anne was placed upon the flo o r , 
with the tcys just beyond te r  reach, she immediately made a great effort* 
crawled to  get a toy, picked i t  up, examined i t  seriously and demon-
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strated l i t t l e  jcy at her success. Arm© was then placed behind the 
bridge with e tcy on the opposite side. She climbed upon the bridge 
and down again and crawled a fter the toy in the same sober* determined, 
quiet manner that had characterized her behavior before. We wondered 
i f  businesslike Anne would have not bean a different bater i f  she had 
lived  the f i r s t  year of her l i f e  under the guidance of fre tfu l Julie* a 
mother and father.1.
1Becs ? . Cunningham, ftgEBhalJ&g &BE lHS8fi£» PP* 283-85.
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EXPLUSATIOH OF FIGURES
The figures show the effects of three different medications.
These effects are produced through the nervous system. The la s t one 
shews the d ifferent reflex areas which are used to gain results In 
hydrotherapy treatments. I t  w ill be noted that morphine, fo r Instance* 
contracts the pupils while atropine dilates them. This Is  because 
these drugs act on the brain center responsible fo r  this function, and 
through the oculomotor nerves from the brain to the pupils.
Morphine (Figure 2, page 71) causes vomiting In same persons 
because I t  stimulates the vomiting center In the medulla and the 
response reaches the stomach through the vagus nerves. On the other 
hand, atropine (Figure 3# page 72) Inhibits the vagus nerves and lessens 
gastric secretion and m otility. Morphine inhibits the respiretoiy 
center, while atropine and caffeine (Figure h, page 73) stimulate i t .
These are only a few possib ilities o f effects to  be obtained 
from the use of 3ust these three drugs, as can be seen from study at 
the figures. Besides these, there are a greet many more medications 
which act in similar fashion to cure disease through the regulation o f 
function.
dydrotberapy, too (Figure 5, page 7*0, acts d irectly, through 
the nervous system, tike the medications discussed, i t  sets an the 
brain centers and their extensions. I t  also acts upon re flex  areas. 
Function is  stimulated or inhibited by means of the temperatures used 
and the length of their application.
Some advantages of hydrotherapy are evident* i t  accomplishes 
its  results through external application, i t  can be used lo ca lly , and 
its  general e ffe c t is  not toxic. Medlestions are less aelective, When 
atropine is  given to inhibit parasympathetic activ ity  to the stomach, 
the whale parasympathetic system is  included. Ary medicine is  fin a lly  
destroyed by the liv e r , burned in the metabolic processes, or excreted 
by the kidneys. When hydrotherapy is  used on tbs l iv e r  i t  acts on its  
function, but does not add toxins to be destroyed. I t  increases 
metabolism to take care o f poisons already present, but does not add 
others to be burned. When used in a way that increases kidney func­
tion, i t  helps throw o f f  the toxins of disease, not the end products 
o f materials that have been given to correct some function. A fter a 
hydrotherapy treatment there is a feeling of wen-being, both mental 
and physical, that drugs do not produce.
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But medications, too, have advantages. Their e ffects  can usually 
be kept constant, while hydrotherapy effects pass oft between treat­
ments, When there is  great prostration, medications can be given wham 
exhausting treatment would prove too vigorous, Thqy can be used for 
quick and a ffective stimulation when hydrotherapy would not be available 
or would be too alow-acting. Sometimes a few doses o f medicine w ill 
take hold and do what hydrotherapy seems almost impotent to do. There 
is also a realm of medical specifics that are not duplicated in hydro­
therapy, Ilk® the antibiotics in Infections and quinine in malaria.
APPEWDOE C
FURTHER QUOTATIONS FRCM MBS. WHITE Oil HE© CURE
IN MEDICAL PRACTICE
Mary seek medical advice and treatment who have become moral 
wrecks through their own wrong habit*# They are bruised, and weak, 
end wounded, feeling their fo lly  and their inability to overcame.
Such ones should have nothing in their surroundings to encourage a 
continuance of the thoughts and feelings that have made them what they 
are. They need to breathe an atmosphere o f purity, of high and noble 
thought. 1
The physician needs more than huiaan wisdom and power that he 
may know how to minister to the many perplexing cases of disease o f 
the mind and heart with which he is  called to deal. I f  he is  ignorant 
o f the power o f divine grace, he cannot help the a fflic ted  one, but 
w ill aggravate the d ifficu lty* but i f  he has a firm hold upon God, he 
w ill be able to help the diseased, distracted mind. He w ill be able to 
point his patients to Christ, aaJ teach them to cany a l l  their cares 
and perplexities to the great Burden-bearer,
There is a divinely appointed connection between sin and 
disease, No physician can practice fo r a month without seeing this 
Illustrated. He may Ignore the fact* his mind may be so occupied with 
other matters that his attentlanwili not be called to I t }  but i f  he 
w ill  be observing and honest, he cannot help acknowledging that sin 
and disease bear to each otter the relationship of cause and e ffe c t .
The physician should be quick to see th is, and act accordingly, When 
he has gained th© confidence of the a fflic ted  by relieving their suffer­
ings and bringing them back from th* verge of the grave, he may teach 
them that disease is the result of sin; and that i t  is the fa llen  foe 
who seeks to allure them to hoalth-and-soul-destroying practices. He 
may impress their minds with the necessity of denying s e lf , and obeying 
th* laws of l i f e  and health. In the minds of the young especially he 
may in s t i l l  right principles. 2
Frankness in dealing with a patient inspires him with confidence, 
and thus proves an Important aid to recovery. . . .  I t  may not always
be safe or best to  explain to the patient the fu ll  extent of his danger* 
This might alarm him and retard or even prevent recovery. Nor can the
*White, t2i, P. 133* 2White, H ,  pp. W W 5 .
whoa.® truth always be told to those whose ailments are largely imagin­
ary. Mary o f these persons ere unreasonable, and! hare not accustomed
themselves to exercise self-contro l. They have peculiar fancies, and 
tea fine many things that are fa lse in regard to themselves and to 
other*• to them these things are real, and those who ©are fo r  them 
need to  manifest constant kindness and unwearied patience and tact.
I f  these patients were told the troth in regard to  themselves, same 
would be offended» others discouraged. Christ said to His disciples,
" I  have yet mvy things to say unto you, but ye cannot boar them now.*
* » . Never should the physician or the nurse stoop to prevarication.
He who does this pieces himself where God cannot co-opara te with Mm* 
and in fo rfe itin g  the confidence o f his patients, he is  casting away 
one of the most e ffective  human aids to their restoration.^
On tbs pages of memory are sad histories that are sacredly 
guarded from curious eyes* There stand registered long, hard battles 
with trying circumstances, perhaps troubles in the home l i f e ,  that day 
by day weaken courage, confidence, and fa ith . Those who are fighting 
the battle of l i f e  at great odds may be strength®nod and encouraged by 
l i t t l e  attentions that coot only a loving e ffo r t . To such the strong, 
helpful grasp of the hand by a true friend ie  worth more than gold, or 
s ilv e r . Words of kindness are as welcome aa the smiles of angels.
Great wisdom is  needed in dealing with diseases caused through 
the mind. A sore, sick heart, a discouraged mind, needs mild treat­
ment. Marty times some liv in g  home trouble is , lik e  a canker, eating 
to the very soul, end weakening the life fo rc e . And sometimes i t  ie  
the case that remorse fo r sin undermines the constitution and unbalances 
the wind. I t  is  through tender sympathy that this class of invaLida 
can be benefited. The physician should f i r s t  gain their confidence, 
and than point them to the great Healer. I f  their fa ith  can be directed 
to  the true Piysioian, and they can have confidence that He has under­
taken their case, this w ill bring r e l ie f  to  the mind, and often give 
health to the body.
Sympathy and tact w ill often proro a greater benefit to the 
sick than w ill the most sk ilfu l treatment given in a odd , indifferent 
way. When a physician comae to the sick-bed with a l is t le s s , careless 
manner, looks at the a fflic ted  one with l i t t l e  concern, by word or 
action giving the Impression that the case is  not one requiring much 
attention, and then leaves the patient to his own reflections, he has 
dorm that patient positive harm. The doubt and discouragement produced 
by his indifference w ill often counteract the good e ffe c t of the 
remedies he may ore scribe 3
3 White, m. P. 2b5* ^Ibid.. p. 158. 51 bid. .  p. 2J*.
How l i t t l e  we enter Into sympathy with Christ on that which
should be the strongest band of union between us and Him*—compassion 
fo r the depraved, guilty, suffering souls, dead in trespasses and 
sins!6 *
Whatever tine e v il habits, the strong prejudices, or the overwhelming 
passion of human beings. He met the® a l l  with pitying tenderness. As 
wo partake of His Sp irit, we shall regard a l l  men as brethren, with 
similar temptations and tr ia ls , often fa llin g , and struggling to rise 
again, battling with discouragements and d ifficu lties* craving sympathy 
and help. Than we shall meet then in such a way as not to discourage 
or repel them, but to awaken hope in their hearts. As they are thus 
encouraged* they can say with confidence, "uejolee not against me, 0 
mine enenys whan I  f a l l  I  shall arise again* when I  s i t  in darkness, 
the lord shall be a ligh t unto me.*7
We need more of Christlike sympathy* not merely sympathy for 
those who appear to bo fau ltless, but sympathy fo r poor, suffering, 
struggling souls, who are often overtaken in fau lt, sinning and repent­
ing, tempted and discouraged. We arc to go to our fellowmen, touched, 
like  our merciful High Priest, with the feeling o f their in firm ities . 8
6ra id ., p. 163.
7lbid..  pp. 165-66. The Scripture is  Micah ? i8.
8lh id .« p. l 6h.
Mabel Klopfanstetn G ill,  Pacific Union College, 19*0.
"Modem Concepts o f Hind and Body In the Light of the Teaching of the 
Bible and the Writings of Ellen G, White: A Comparative Study.*
Master of Arts, June, 1959.
Purpose of the study. ?his study has been made with the purpose 
of disc ore ring what the writings of Ellen G. White contain cm the sub­
jec t of psychology. A fter considerable exploration, so much material 
accumulated that I t  became necessary to lim it the subject to a single 
phase of psychology. The subject of mind end body has been chosen 
fro© this material.
Procedure. The original procedure was a systematic reading of 
a l l  the volumes of Kra. White's books available, marking such passages 
as were applicable. These ware then typed out and fin a lly  arranged in 
log ica l order under appropriate heads. For this thesis relevant quota­
tions were selected and their number reduced to the shortest and moat 
pertinent ones. Notes fro© other authors were kept, and as these two 
types of sources were brought together I t  became necessary to round out 
the whole by consulting many other authorities. A* developments pro­
ceeded and more aspects evolved, i t  was also necessary to c la r ify  these 
with even further research.
>*ator findir.es. The major findings are lis ted  below and fallow 
the order in which they are treated In the complete thesis.
1. Ae soon as sin entered, mind and body became involved. Fear 
and gu ilt set up emotional reactions foreign to the sinless state. I t  
was these motional reactions that eventually broke down the l i f e  forces 
and brought on disease and death.
2* The death of Christ resulted from both mental and physical 
suffering. The payment of the penalty was ir  accord with the Implica­
tions of the transgression.
3 . Kind and body are so Intimately connected that the whole 
organism responds to every stimulus, whether I t  ie  mental or physical 
at Its  origin.
b. There are certain basic needs, needs in which either mental 
or physical predominate, but in which both always co-operate. These 
needs are the simple physical needs connected with survival, and the 
emotional needs of security, recognition, love, and self-rea lisation ,
5. The nervous system, particularly the autonomic or involuntary 
division, along with the endocrine system, are of outstanding importance 
in mind and body relationships, This is because they are so intimately 
connected with the emotional centers in the brain.
6. Vast individual differences ex ist in the capacity to respond 
to stimuli. These differences are inherent in the constitutional 
make-up, especially th® nervous system. They have much to  do with 
making individuals susceptible or resistant to psychosomatic disease.
7, Hot only is  there a hereditary background fo r individual 
differences, but environment makes a large contribution to both physi­
cal and emotional developnsnt.
8, Environment begins prenatally and moves along into the home, 
then extends into the environmental culture and mores outside the 
home. Education, relig ion , associations, and the occupation a l l  a ffect 
both the physical and the emotional l i f e .  Most serious of a ll  is  the
2
fact that the foundations fo r wind and body well-being are being la id  
so early that the individual has not developed moral responsibility*
This must bo assumed by the parents.
9. Right habits o f thought are as Important to physical health 
as they are to the moral and intellectual aspects o f personality.
10. There are mind and body relations that are right, and there 
ore some that are wrong. Domination, hypnotism, brainwashing, a l l  
allow a human being to  invade the mind o f another human being and are 
contrary to moral freedom,
11. Not only does the mind a ffect the body, but the body affects 
the mind.
12. Disease began with sin and gu ilt. Guilt figures largely In 
human experience, and since I t  Is uncomfortable, men have found many 
ways of dealing with i t .  But these ways are Inadequate and I llo g ic a l. 
In Christ’ s ministry to the sick He dealt, with sin and gu ilt as well
as sickness. His ministry Included both mind and body.
13. Sickness and death are the results o f the transgressions 
of the race, but there is  also Individual responsibility. The trans­
gression of physical law figures as a causa of both psychosomatic and 
physical disease.
Ttecrggserria1 1 ana.. Because this research has proved so fru itfu l, 
and because there remain so many other possib ilities along the sans 
lin es, the fa l l  owing recommendations are made.
1 . Other aspects of psychology have much material to o ffe r . 
Child psychology, adolescent psychology, and wary other phases o f
3
psychology arc abundantly represented In the writings of Mrs. White.
2* Thera are scattered statements on mental a b ility  that could 
be collected and used in connection with the subject of tests and 
measurements* This would make an interesting study* possibly with less 
material than many other phases of psychology supply*
3* There are valuable statements that could be compiled and 
used in counseling, referring both to the problems o f the clien t and 
to the practice o f counseling.
4. I f  Satan comes to the fin a l generations through psychology, 
i f  he is  pleased with the present-day study of this subject, as is 
stated in the writings of Krs. White, i t  would be profitable to try to 
discorer what his methods are, and how they are met in these books.
